JDI 2022 Supreme Session
Amendment Summary

We are excited to be able to have a set of live ‘hybrid’ voting on the proposed amendments for the JDI
2022 Supreme Session. There are quite a lot of amendments this year and we hope this amendment
summary is helpful in explaining the intent of each one. Additionally, there will be several pre-session
virtual round table sessions where the makers can present their rationale and registered voting
delegates can ask questions. Those sessions will be advertised to the voting delegates directly. We
hope this summary and the upcoming round table sessions will facilitate the actual debate and voting
process in proceeding as smoothly as possible.
Amendments 1-8
Since its inception, the Jobie-to-Bee program has grown to become an integral part of JDI. As this
program has matured and received more focus there is a great desire to have a few basic components
slightly more formal. This set of amendments solidifies a Supreme and Grand Beekeeper option, adds a
Bee Ceremony and provides basic rules and regulations for a Beehive.
Amendment 9
The members of the Board of Trustees and Executive Supreme Guardian Council are required to
undergo yearly background checks and are legally protected under the JDI Directors and Officers
Insurance policy. This amendment provides a cost recovery for the extra background checks and
insurance for these elected adults by having each member of these bodies reimburse JDI for their
portion of the expenses.
Amendment 10
The JDI Board of Trustees is responsible in overseeing the business portions of the Order. Critical to that
oversight is about money solicitation and allocation so that it falls within the legal non-profit designation
of JDI. This amendment clears up the responsibility the Supreme Alumni Association bears to the JDI
Board of Trustees regarding fundraising and disbursement.
Amendment 11 and 12
The duties of the Board of Trustees have grown as JDI’s business needs have grown. These amendments
set forth a training plan and education requirement for members of the Board of Trustees.
Amendment 13
This amendment simplifies the law on the qualifications a person must have to serve on a Supreme
committee. Additionally, this amendment allows non-voting members of the SGC to serve on more
committees.
Amendments 14 -17
These amendments remove clean up some business procedures for JDI. The need for this revolving
fund process went away decades ago when the financial processes for JDI changed. There is no reason

for the Chair to have a set of keys and as such has not been done for decades. More than 30 years ago
the financial procedures for JDI were changed and the practice of mailing checks back and forth
between the office and the Chairman of Finance stopped. Additionally, if the Chairman of Finance is
not a US Citizen they cannot sign checks. Duties of all JDI employees not related to the duties of other
Officers is already located under business policy as outlined by the Board of Trustees and some duties
have become obsolete or reassigned.
Amendment 18
The term ‘audit’ has changed dramatically with changes to United States banking procedures. Now a full
‘audit’ as defined by accounting firms costs as much as $40,000 each time. JDI can not absorb those
types of costs. JDI does use the services of an accountant to file required IRS documentation but for a
yearly check and balance a Finance Committee review is deemed sufficient. This amendment cleans up
the law regarding an ‘audit’.
Amendment 19
This amendment raises the cost of membership in the Supreme Alumni Association from $35 to $55
dollars.
Amendment 20
Exchange rates for the 4 non-US JDI countries can, on occasion, be detrimental to the Bethels in those
countries due to fluctuation of currency markets. This amendment sets a date of exchange and a
maximum exchange rate for non-US countries for Annual Report fees.
Amendment 21
As Ritual Revision occurs periodically, having something in the law that forbids a certain type of change
is contrary to the Ritual Revision process and squelches the voice of the members when making
suggestions. This amendment removes this restriction so that any future Ritual Revision vote is not
automatically constrained by a bylaw limiting the scope of the change.
Amendment 22
With the non-profit status in the US a Bethel must file a final tax return (990) when it closes or merges
another Bethel. This is a financial requirement that often is forgotten because it is not in the law. This
amendment puts it into law so it is not as easily overlooked.
Amendment 23
A large portion of our Bethels do not have a full set of line officers. Currently a Bethel can only open if a
Bethel has one of the top 3 officers, this amendment would allow a Bethel to open for a meeting if any
member of the line is present.
Amendment 24-25
This amendment allows the GG or SG more flexibility when deciding whether to put a Bethel in
reorganization. A range of factors can affect this decision, not just membership. Giving a GG or the SG
some flexibility can help set a Bethel up for a successful reorganization plan.

Amendment 26
Currently only CAVs can serve as appointed SGC officers, this requirement has left the Philippines and
Brazil out of the possibility of having someone selected to be an officer unless they undergo a special
background check conducted through a Canadian intermediary and it is very expensive. This
amendment allows appointed SGC Officers for those countries only that do not have the JDI YPP
program in place.
Amendment 27
With amendments passed in 2021 the ability to have ‘online’ elections is allowed. The section of law
that specifically declares the time and date of ESGC and BOT elections needs to be cleaned up to reflect
that so there is no confusion. This amendment provides that clarification.
Amendment 28
Having some parts of a Supreme Session defined in law that state the time and date certain events occur
limits the ability to reimagine a Supreme Session more focused on the Daughters. Today the law
specifically limits when the session can start and when it can end including the date and time of Formal
opening. This creates an issue for the Daughters who’s activities have been forced to be at the
beginning and end of the week to accommodate a required formal opening and the set of business
meetings where the date and time is defined in bylaws. This amendment allows flexibility in scheduling
by eliminating those strict bylaws.
Amendment 29
The JDI Landmarks were altered a couple of times in the early years, but a process for that alteration
possibility is not outlined in the law. This amendment provides a procedure for a landmark change to be
voted via a normal amendment process should the need arise.
Amendment 30
Currently the minimum members in a jurisdiction to keep GGC status is 70. This amendment changes
that minimum to keep GGC status to 60.
Amendment 31
Currently a normal Bethel meeting is defined as meeting in regalia and run and defined precisely by the
Ritual. This amendment allows for a limited amount of Bethel meetings to be business meetings
without the formality of the Ritual and regalia and creating a possibility for business lessons in business
attire. This ability has been used for Bethels in reorganization, this amendment makes it possible for all
Bethels.
Amendment 32
Filing a grievance or going through an appeal process can be quite confusing. This Amendment does not
alter that process in any way, but it does add a flowchart to the appeals and grievances section of the
law to help with process understanding.

Amendment 33
The law is unclear about how the Daughters should find out who is willing to be on their Bethel Guardian
Council. This amendment provides options for the Daughters to learn who is willing to serve as well as
how the paper recommendation forms are handled if that is the method of balloting.
Amendment 34-36
Today the original/traditional robe is what is prescribed in the law and referenced in the Ritual. It is
defined as a Grecian robe based on what was worn during the time of Job with all members represented
equally with matching regalia. These set of amendments set forth a very large array of changes in
regalia for Bethels and Supreme Bethel including the following:
Elimination of the headband, expansion of jewelry options, introducing an ‘academic’ style robe option,
allowing non matching regalia in meetings, allowing optional and multiple colored shoulder cords for
differentiation when using academic robes, no longer prescribing shoe style or hosiery, removing the
uniformity decision regarding regalia away from the SGC, provides ability for alteration to capes, crowns
and robes by authority to each individual Bethel Guardian Council, allowing for religious or cultural
expression individualities in the regalia and jewelry.
Amendment 37
This amendment describes a process to have two adjacent JGCs merge into a GGC and limit their ability
to separate back out.
Amendment 38 and 39
These amendments would allow a Bethel under Supreme a process to request of the ESGC to become to
ask to become a member of a geographically close GGC. This would allow a Bethel under Supreme to
participate in new Daughter opportunities including Grand Bethel activities. It would also allow BUS
adults opportunities inside a GGC. Additionally, these amendments would allow a Bethel in a GGC
today to request to be moved to a different GGC based on Geography.
Amendment 40
The Supreme Arrangements Committee (SAC) oversees the execution and funds generated for the
annual Supreme Session. Since 2012, the SAC committee has retained 2/3rds of the profit from the
Session to disburse to the hosting jurisdictions with the remaining 1/3 going to the Supreme Guardian
Council. Supreme Session is the annual session of Supreme Guardian Council by law and as such this
amendment proposes that the profits be split 50-50 rather than the majority to the hosting GGCs.
Amendment 41-43
Lately Supreme Sessions have been challenged with limited venue choices and high costs. Currently our
law only allows a decision 3 years out due to requiring the Supreme Marshal to head the Session
location committee and a required vote of the body. Between high priced venues, lack of available
venues and a hard structure for the Session the Daughters are often priced out of Supreme Session
attendance. A more flexible Supreme Session could provide a more streamlined set of events that are
more Daughter focused and potentially shorter in length and thus less expensive. These amendments

take away the law requirements for a vote of the body and disbanding the Session Location committee
that currently requires a Supreme Marshal to do it’s work.
Amendment 44
Unfortunately, in recent years there has been money mismanagement that revolved around Supreme
Arrangements Committees. This has included poor contracting, embezzlement and failure to file IRS
required tax returns. These matters have made it hard for JDI to get business insurance, caused
significant loss of funds and put us in a precarious position with the IRS. The Board of Trustees and
Finance Committee attempt to strengthen the contracting and monetary controls for this committee.
As per B SGC Article VI, the Board of Trustees has responsibility for maintaining and enforcing the
corporate guidelines. These changes clean up this law regarding financial oversight of the Supreme
Arrangements Committee
Amendment 45
Currently the law contains the specific speaking parts and agenda for the Supreme Bethel meeting. This
amendment moves the Supreme Bethel meeting specifics to the Book of Ceremonies and allows some
basic ceremony flexibility when needed.
Amendment 46 – 47
The financial procedures for the MIJD and SBHQ have been standard for many years. This amendment
cleans up and clarifies in the law the expenses that the Miss International Job’s Daughter and Supreme
Bethel Honored Queen can claim for their travels to match the financial procedures already in use.
Amendment 48-50
The qualifications to run for Supreme Bethel Honored Queen are rigorous to ensure a very qualified
Daughter representative in that very important station. However, in the event the SBHQ is unable to
complete her term of office, the SBSP assumes the SBHQ position. The SBHQ but may have not gone
through the same knowledge and qualification process unless she also put her name in for SBHQ. These
amendments alter the selection of the SBSP to ensure she has the same qualifications and knowledge
base as the SBHQ.
Amendment 51
This amendment concerns the portion of the Daughter affiliation fee that go to Supreme. Many years
ago, the annual increase was set at 2% as a buffer against rising costs to the SGC. This amendment sets
the base affiliation fee at the level it already is today and adjusts the annual increase to 5% as the old
rate has not kept up with expenses.
Amendment 52
This amendment would allow any active Daughter in good standing to submit amendments to Supreme
Guardian Council law. This would provide a more direct linke to the wishes of the members.

Amendment 53 - 55
The struggle to have Daughter voices raised up to the Supreme level has been a topic for several years.
These amendments strike a proposal to create a new SGC voting privilege category for ‘members at
large’. A member at large being defined as up to 5 Daughters who have the qualifications, applied and
been selected by the Board of Trustees. These members at large will be allowed to vote at the specific
Supreme Session for which she was chosen for this status.
Amendment 56
This amendment adds extra requirements for Supreme voting delegate credentials. The proposal is that
a Supreme voting delegate would be required to have served on a BGC, JGC, GGC or SGC within 3 years
to retain their voting ability.
Amendment 57
BG, ABG, PBG, PABG, from BUS who are willing to serve on committees who do not qualify, as a voting
member of the SGC should be allowed to vote on all matters that pertain to our organization. This will
allow these BG, ABG, PBG & PABG to be elected to the Board of Trustees.

Amendment 58
Today mothers, grandmothers and legal guardians of a Daughter are allowed to serve on a Bethel
Guardian Council. However, unless they are MMs or have a very specific Masonic relationship they are
not allowed to serve as Bethel Guardian. As more Daughters are sponsored there are more mothers,
grandmothers and legal guardians who serve but don’t qualify for the position of Bethel Guardian by our
law. This amendment extends the option to be Bethel Guardian to those adults.
Amendment 59
Today fathers, grandfathers and legal guardians of a Daughter are allowed to serve on a Bethel Guardian
Council. However, unless they are a Master Mason they are not allowed to serve as Associate Bethel
Guardian. As more Daughters are sponsored there are more fathers, grandfathers and legal guardians
who serve but don’t qualify for the position of Associate Bethel Guardian by our law. This amendment
extends the option to be Associate Bethel Guardian to those adults.
Amendment 60
Currently the JDI law would require expulsion from the order for any member who identifies as Male.
This amendment would allow a member who identifies as male to leave the order by becoming a
Majority Member vs be expelled. With this change Past titles would be maintained and privilege
granted to be selected to serve as an Installing Officer.
Amendment 61
The number of people who are eligible and willing to run for the Executive Supreme Guardian Council
line has dwindled greatly in the last 20 years. This amendment allows for a Past Supreme Guardian or
Past Associate Supreme Guardian to serve again.

Amendment 62
Currently only Past Grand Guardians and Past Associate Grand Guardians are eligible for election to the
Executive Supreme Guardian Council line. This amendment extends that possibility to Past Jurisdictional
Guardians and Past Associate Jurisdictional Guardians.
Amendment 63
This amendment concerns the portion of the Daughter dues that go to Supreme. Many years ago, the
annual increase was set at 2% as a buffer against rising costs to the SGC. This amendment sets the base
dues fee at the level it already is today and adjusts the annual increase to 5% as the old rate has not
kept up with expenses.

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE
SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#1

Page: C-SGC 2
Article: V Officers and the Board of Trustees
Section: 1. Officers
Subsection: (b)
NOW READS:
Appointive Officers: May be any of the following: Supreme Secretary, Supreme Treasurer, Supreme,
Chaplain, Supreme Librarian, Supreme Director of Music, Supreme First Messenger, Supreme
Second, Messenger, Supreme Third Messenger, Supreme Fourth Messenger, Supreme Fifth
Messenger, Supreme, Senior Custodian and Supreme Junior Custodian.
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Appointive Officers: May be any of the following: Supreme Secretary, Supreme Treasurer, Supreme,
Chaplain, Supreme Librarian, Supreme Director of Music, Supreme First Messenger, Supreme
Second, Messenger, Supreme Third Messenger, Supreme Fourth Messenger, Supreme Fifth
Messenger, Supreme, Senior Custodian, Supreme Junior Custodian and Supreme Beekeeper
REASON FOR CHANGE:
To make the Supreme Beekeeper position an officer of the Supreme Guardian Council rather than a
special appointment
Submitted by:
Jamie Bell (UT), Amanda LeBlanc (MN), Pat Lehrman(IL), John Bodnar (MI), Stephanie Lagerman (KS), Barb
Von Lienen (MD), Karen Keller (CA), Shelly Cole(UT)

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE
SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#2

Page: B-SCG 5
Article: V Duties of Appointed Officers
Section: 2. The Supreme Beekeeper shall:
Subsection: (a)
NOW READS:
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
(a)

(b)
(c)

Oversee the programming, and promotion of the “Beehive” program for interested girls who
have not yet reached the age for Job’s Daughters membership (also known as a Jobie-toBee, JD-to-Bee, or Bee).
Plan and carry out a Supreme Beehive for all Jobie-to-Bee(s) in attendance at the Annual
Session of the Supreme Guardian Council.
Perform such duties as may be assigned to them by the Supreme Guardian

REASON FOR CHANGE:
To outline the duties of the Supreme Beekeeper
SUBMITTED BY: Jamie Bell (UT), Amanda LeBlac (MN), Pat Lehrman (IL), Stephanie Lagerman
(KS), Barb VonLienen (MD), Karen Keller (CA), Shelly Cole (UT)

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO BOOK OF CEREMONIES OF THE
SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#3

Page: Supreme Book of Ceremonies
Article: Installation of the Supreme Guardian Council
Section: Section C
Subsection:
NOW READS:
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Supreme Beekeeper, It is your job to oversee the Jobie-to-Bee program. Beekeepers throughout the
Job’s Daughters world will look to you to provide inspiration, programs and advise. Your ability to
relate to and engage our future members in a positive fun-filled manner will be key to helping create
and grow thriving Jobie-to-Bee Hives.
REASON FOR CHANGE:
To add the Supreme Beekeeper position to the Supreme Book of Ceremonies
SUBMITTED BY: Jamie Bell (UT), Amanda LeBlanc (MN), Pat Lehrman (IL), John Bodnar (MI),
Stephanie Lagerman (KS), Barb Von Lienen (MD), Karen Keller (CA), Shelly Cole (UT)

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF A
GRAND GUARDIAN COUNCIL
AMENDMENT:

#4

Year: 2022

Page: C-GGC 2
Article: V Officers
Section: 2. Appointive Officers
Subsection: (a)
NOW READS:
The appointive officers may be any of the following: Grand Chaplain, Grand Librarian, Grand
Director of Music, Grand First Messenger, Grand Second Messenger, Grand Third Messenger,
Grand Fourth Messenger, Grand Fifth Messenger, Grand Senior Custodian, Grand Junior
Custodian, and the Grand Inner Guard and the Grand Outer Guard if not designated elective officers
of the GGC.
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
The appointive officers may be any of the following: Grand Chaplain, Grand Librarian, Grand
Director of Music, Grand First Messenger, Grand Second Messenger, Grand Third Messenger,
Grand Fourth Messenger, Grand Fifth Messenger, Grand Senior Custodian, Grand Junior
Custodian, Grand Beekeeper and the Grand Inner Guard and the Grand Outer Guard if not
designated elective officers of the GGC.
REASON FOR CHANGE:
To make the Grand Beekeeper position an officer of a Grand Guardian Council rather than a special
appointment.
SUBMITTED BY: Jamie Bell (UT), Amanda LeBlac (MN), Pat Lehrman (IL), John Bodnar (MI),
Stephanie Lagerman (KS), Barb VonLienen (MD), Karen Keller (CA), Shelly Cole (UT)

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF A
GRAND GUARDIAN COUNCIL
AMENDMENT: #5

Year: 2022

Page: B-GGC3
Article: III Duties of the Grand Guardian Council Officers
Section: 11. Grand Beekeeper
Subsection:
NOW READS:
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:

(a) Oversee the programming and promotion of the “Beehive” program for interested girls who have
not yet reached the age for Job’s Daughters membership (also known as a Jobie-to-Bee, JD to
Bee, or Bee).
(b) To work with the Bethel Beekeepers in the Grand jurisdictions in promoting the growth of the
Beehive
(c) Perform such duties as may be assigned to them by the Grand Guardian
REASON FOR CHANGE:
To outline the duties of the Grand Beekeeper
SUBMITTED BY: Jamie Bell (UT), Amanda LeBlac (MN), Pat Lehrman (IL), John Bodnar (MI),
Stephanie Lagerman (KS), Barb VonLienen (MD), Karen Keller (CA), Shelly Cole (UT)

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE
SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#6

Page: Article: Section:

Subsection:

NOW READS:
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
FORMAT FOR RULES AND REGULATIONS
JOBIE-TO-BEE BEEHIVE
JOB’S DAUGHTERS INTERNATIONAL
(Location ___________________________)
ARTICLE I
NAME

Section 1.
(a) The name of this organization shall be Job’s Daughters International Beehive of Bethel No. ____
located in ________________, __________________________, or _________________ (location)
Prospective Members Club in ___________(state/province).
ARTICLE II
PURPOSE AND POLICIES

Section 1. Purpose
(a) The sole purpose of this organization is to inspire future members of Bethel No. ________, (or
Prospective Members’ Club) at __________________________, and to forge a relationship with the
members of this Bethel/Prospective Members Club.
Section 2. Policies
(a) This organization shall function under Supreme jurisdiction for Bethels under Supreme, otherwise
under the GGC jurisdiction in which it is located.
Section 3. Organization
(a) The Beehive shall be formed by the Executive Members of the Bethel Guardian Council or the
adult officers of the Prospective Members Club.
Section 4. Duties
(a) The Beekeeper will perform their duties as outlined in Bylaws - BGC, Article III, Section 10.
(b) The officers of Beehives in Australia, Canada, and the USA shall be on the current list of CAVs
provided by the Executive Manager.
Section 5. Treasury

(a) No indebtedness shall be incurred by the Beehive, and its activities shall be funded by the
Bethel/Prospective Members Club.
Section 5. Dissolution
(a) At such time as it is proven that said organization is no longer functioning for the good of the
Bethel, this organization may be disbanded by a majority vote of the Executive Members of the BGC
of Bethel No. ________ (or PMC) and with the approval of the Supreme Guardian or the Grand
Guardian in whose jurisdiction it has functioned.

ARTICLE III
MEMBERSHIP AND FEES
Section 1. Membership
(a) The membership of this organization shall consist of girls below the age of ten, that are
interested in future membership in Bethel No. ______ or the Prospective Members’ Club. located at
______________________..
Section 2. Fees
(a) The membership fee (if any) shall be as determined by the Executive Bethel Guardian Council
(or adult officers of the Prospective Members Club).

ARTICLE IV
OFFICERS
Section 1. Adult Officer(s)
(a) The Beehive will be supervised by the Bethel Beekeeper, Chairman, or individuals appointed by
the Executive Bethel Guardian Council (or Adult Officers of the Prospective Members Club)

ARTICLE VI
MEETINGS
Section 1. Meetings
(a) Meeting time, date and venue shall be determined by the Bethel Beekeeper and approved by the
Executive Bethel Guardian Council.

SUBMITTED BY: Jamie Bell (UT), Amanda LeBlanc (MN), Pat Lehrman (IL), John Bodnar (MI),
Stephanie Lagerman (KS), Barb Von Lienen (MD), Karen Keller (CA), Shelly Cole (UT)

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO BOOK OF CEREMONIES OF THE
SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #7
Page: Supreme Book of Ceremonies
Article: Ceremonies for Special Occasions
Section: Section D
Subsection:
NOW READS:
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Jobie-to-Bee Ceremony
This Ceremony is to be performed at an open meeting or promotional event where children can
attend.
Items needed for the ceremony: A white flower, a purple flower, flower crown, bee sash (or other
appropriate item to designate the girl is a Jobie-to-Bee), and certificate.
HONORED QUEEN: Guide and Marshal you will retire and escort those girls who are to
participate in the Jobie-to-Bee ceremony into the Bethel room.
Guide with Jobie-to-Bee(s) followed by the Marshal enter the Bethel Room through the Preparation
Room door, walk east on the North Marching Line to the East Line and assemble the Jobies-to-Bee
on the East Line facing east.
GUIDE: (Faces Honored Queen) Honored Queen, I have the pleasure to present
________________________(introduces all Jobie(s)-to-Bee)_________________, who are
entitled to become Jobies-to-Bee.
HONORED QUEEN: We are excited for you to have an active membership in our Order. You
are about to go through an important milestone on your journey though Job’s Daughters.
This time has been set apart in order that we may confer this Jobie-to-Bee Ceremony as a
heartwarming gift of friendship. We hope that as you go forth in school and your daily
activities, you will be guided by the lessons you receive during today’s ceremony and all the
other things you will encounter when you soon become a Job's Daughter. Before the Altar
you will take a special promise and receive your first lesson in our beautiful Order. You will
now be escorted to the Altar to recite this promise and receive our Officers gifts of love and
friendship.
Guide and Marshal you will conduct the Jobie-to Bee west of the Altar. Guide turns right on the East
Line to the South Marching Line, then west to the Altar Line. She turns right on the Altar Line, and
then turns left between the station of Treasurer and the south side of the Altar. The Guide and

Marshal assemble the Jobie(s)-to-Bee between the stations of the First and Third Messengers. All
face east. Chaplain you will attend at the Altar. The Chaplain attends the Altar in the usual manner.
CHAPLAIN: Being a Jobie-to-Bee is a great privilege and an extra special and important job.
You will repeat after me the Jobie-to-Bee promise.
I promise - that I will prepare - to become a Job’s Daughter - by respecting my parents - by
being a true friend - to all my Job’s Daughter Sisters - and by spreading love, - peace and
happiness - wherever I may go. - I promise that I will strive to be - the best Bee - that I can be.
The Guide and Marshal walk to the east side of the Altar with the Bees between them.
GUIDE: First Messenger, what do you hope to share with these Bees?
FIRST MESSENGER: Friendship is special and something all Job’s Daughters share. It’s the
job of each Jobie-to-Bee to offer a smile and show that she will always care. Remember to
show kindness and make friends with each thing that you do.
MARSHAL: Second Messenger, what quality do you have for our Bees today?
SECOND MESSENGER: We learn to honor our parents and guardians in every thought word
and feat. Job’s Daughters teaches us to respect each and every person we meet. Respect for
our parents is a quality which each Jobie-to-Bee must contain.
GUIDE: Third Messenger, what trait do you have to give these Bees?
THIRD MESSENGER: Truth is important all the way from youth through old age. The Job’s
Daughters Ritual focuses on honesty through the very last page. As a Jobie in training
remember to never gossip or lie as you are never too young to see that honesty is a quality
we all should live by.
MARSHAL: Fourth Messenger, what are you most proud of that Job’s Daughters do?
FOURTH MESSENGER: Within Job’s Daughters we focus on charity and caring for those in
need. One cannot help but smile after accomplishing a good deed. A Jobie-to-Bee should
remember to give back with kindness every day. For charity is the gift that keeps giving in
each and every way.
GUIDE: Fifth Messenger, what blessing do you hope these Bees carry though life?
FIFTH MESSENGER: Love is a quality each Job’s Daughter holds close to her heart. Within
our Order we see love all the way to the end from the very start. As a Jobie-to-Bee this room
has unconditional love just for you. And we hope that your hearts are abundant in love.
MARSHAL: Treasurer, what do you have to say?
TREASURER: Job’s Daughters shows us it is better to be rich in love than in gold, because
friendship’s the most important thing anyone can hold.
Guide followed by the Bees and the Marshal, turns right, marches to the North Marching Line, then
turns right and marches to the East Line where they assemble, centered across the East Line.

MARSHAL: Librarian, what words do you have to offer these Bees?
LIBRARIAN: Job’s Daughters teaches us to live a balanced life, to enjoy literature, arts and
science and never lose sight of God even when facing strife.
GUIDE: Musician and Recorder what lessons do you have for our Bees?
MUSICIAN: Never forget the importance of song; a positive melody can keep you smiling all
day long.
RECORDER: Side by side or miles apart, Job’s Daughters will give you both friends and
sisters who will be dear to your heart.
MARSHAL: Junior and Senior Custodian what qualities do you have to offer?
JUNIOR CUSTODIAN: I offer you the quality of patience in your everyday life. Patience is a
quality a Daughter needs in school, fundraising and when facing strife.
SENIOR CUSTODIAN: Faith is the quality I offer you, to hold high your beliefs and values is
something our Order strives to teach.
GUIDE: Honored Queen, these Bees have heard the good words and wishes of our Officers
and I now present them to you.
HONORED QUEEN: Junior and Senior Princesses, have you something to offer these future
Daughters?
JUNIOR PRINCESS: May you always remember the lessons taught in this ceremony. I
represent Jemima, one of Job's three daughters. May purity and innocence remain faithful to
your every thought, word and act. I give you a white flower, an emblem of purity.
SENIOR PRINCESS: I represent Kezia, the second daughter of Job. Though you are still
young, your beauty this evening (morning or afternoon) shines eternally and it’s apparent
you are truly the “fairest in all the land”. I present to you this purple flower representing
royalty and power.
HONORED QUEEN: This ceremony marks a very important moment in your Job’s Daughter
career. May the blessings of Friendship, Honor, Truth, Charity, and Love enhance your lives.
Your experiences and Job's Daughters sisters will sweeten each passing day. I now present
you with your certificate and Jobie-to-Bee Sash. I hope you wear it with dignity and grace as
becoming a future Job’s Daughter. Guide and Marshal please escort our Jobie(s)-to-Bee to
their seats.
Guide, followed by the Bees and Marshal, marches west on the South Marching Line to sit with their
families unless seats have been reserved specifically for them. At this point, either the Honored
Queen continues with the business at hand for the promotional event or she calls for Closing
Ceremony, raps the Officers up and they close per the Ritual using the Triangle formation and the
Mizpah Benediction.

REASON FOR CHANGE:
To add a Jobie-to-Bee Ceremony to the Supreme book of Ceremonies
SUBMITTED BY: Jamie Bell (UT), Amanda LeBlac (MN), Pat Lehrman (IL), John Bodnar (MI),
Stephanie Lagerman (KS), Barb VonLienen (MD), Karen Keller (CA), Shelly Cole (UT)

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO BOOK OF CEREMONIES OF A
GRAND GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#8

Page: Supreme Book of Ceremonies
Article: Installation of the Grand Guardian Council
Section: Section B
Subsection:
NOW READS:
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Grand Beekeeper, It is your job to oversee the Jobie to Bee program in the Grand Jurisdiction of
_________. The Beekeepers of _______ will look to you to provide inspiration, programs and
advise. Your ability to relate to and engage our future members in a positive fun-filled manner will be
key to helping create and grow thriving Jobie-to-Bee Hives.
REASON FOR CHANGE:
To add the Grand Beekeeper position to the Grand Book of Ceremonies
SUBMITTED BY: Jamie Bell (UT), Amanda LeBlac (MN), Pat Lehrman (IL), John Bodnar (MI),
Stephanie Lagerman (KS), Barb VonLienen (MD), Karen Keller (CA), Shelly Cole (UT)

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #9
Page: SOP-SGC-15.1
Article:

Section: 3

Subsection: (m)

NOW READS:

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
(m) a fee paid by all members of the Board of Trustees and Executive Supreme Guardian Council equal to
the cost of their yearly background check.
(n) a fee paid by all members of the Board of Trustees and Executive Supreme Guardian Council equal to
one half (1/2) of the yearly Directors and Officers insurance.
REASON FOR CHANGE:

Each year JDI incurs fees to perform a yearly background check and to secure Directors and
Officers insurance on the BOT/ESGC members and employees. BOT and ESGC do yearly ****
These expenses are for the protection and benefit of these individuals as well as JDI. Cost sharing
with the members of the BOT and ESGC would benefit our budget.
For example - in 2021 these equated to approximately $40 each for a background check and $195
each for Directors and Officers Insurance. (USD) This amendment would have each BOT/ESGC
member pay for the cost of their background check and ½ of their portion of the Directors and
Officers Insurance. In the 2021 example that would have been $137.50 per person.

SUBMITTED BY:
Shelly Cole, UT, Ian Milne, QLD, Karen Keller, CA, Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von
Lienen, MD, Marcia Lemery, MI,

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: ___#10________________
Page: AAJDI 11
Article II

Section 2

Subsection (a)

NOW READS:
(a) This organization shall function under the direction of the Supreme Guardian and the SGC.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
(a) This organization shall function under the direction of the Supreme Guardian and the SGC Board of Trustees.

REASON FOR CHANGE:
The Alumni Association has an opportunity to grow as a potential fundraising and retention group. As a
fundraising endeavor the group would work best under the direction of the Board of Trustees, the
fiduciary body of the Organization. The Board of Trustees, which includes the Supreme Guardian,
Associate Supreme Guardian, VSG, VASG, S Guide, and SIG, will work together to build upon long-term
goals and objectives of this committee in order to increase fundraising and retention efforts.

SUBMITTED BY:
Melinda Kinders, KS, Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Patrick Lehrman, IL,
Shelly Cole, UT, Ian Milne, QLD, Karen Keller, CA, Amanda LeBlanc, MN

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE
SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: 11
Page: B-SGC 5

Article: VI

Section: 2

Subsection:

NOW READS:
Section 2. Responsibilities and Duties of the Board
(1) – (13)
(14)
Elect a Chairman and Vice Chairman from the seven (7) elected members of the Board.
(15)
Implement, maintain and enforce a Youth Protection Program and Policy for JDI in the USA,
Canada and Australia. 2021 Bylaws - SGC B-SGC 6
[a]
The Board of Trustees shall establish an advisory council composed of a minimum of
four (4) professionals specializing in areas relevant to youth protection and two (2)
members of the Board of Trustees to develop Youth Protection Program guidelines
that can be implemented in each jurisdiction in the USA, Canada, and Australia.
(16)
To implement, maintain, and enforce guidelines for the Supreme Session Arrangements
Committee.
(17)
To implement, maintain and enforce, in conjunction with the Executive Supreme Guardian
Council, guidelines for the expansion of Job’s Daughters International into other countries
and territories.
(18)
Request authorization from the SGC to pursue a Policy to address an issue of concern for the
operation of the business of Job’s Daughters International. Upon approval, research and
propose a Policy to address the issue. Upon a satisfactory review of the proposed Policy
against existing Rules and Regulations by Supreme Jurisprudence, ensuring that there are no
conflicts, publish the policy.
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)

Insert a new point (15) and renumber existing points from (15) to (18) as (16) to (19)
(14)

Elect a Chairman and Vice Chairman from the seven (7) elected members of the Board.

(15)

Maintain a Position Profile and Training Module to provide all aspiring applicants with
expectations of duties and requirements to serve as a Board Member. Training module to
be completed within 30 days following election.

(15 16) Implement, maintain and enforce a Youth Protection Program and Policy for JDI in the USA,
Canada and Australia. 2021 Bylaws - SGC B-SGC 6
[a]

The Board of Trustees shall establish an advisory council composed of a minimum of
four (4) professionals specializing in areas relevant to youth protection and two (2)
members of the Board of Trustees to develop Youth Protection Program guidelines
that can be implemented in each jurisdiction in the USA, Canada, and Australia.

(16 17) To implement, maintain, and enforce guidelines for the Supreme Session Arrangements
Committee.
(17 18) To implement, maintain and enforce, in conjunction with the Executive Supreme Guardian
Council, guidelines for the expansion of Job’s Daughters International into other countries and
territories.
( 18 19) Request authorization from the SGC to pursue a Policy to address an issue of concern for the
operation of the business of Job’s Daughters International. Upon approval, research and propose a
Policy to address the issue. Upon a satisfactory review of the proposed Policy against existing Rules
and Regulations by Supreme Jurisprudence, ensuring that there are no conflicts, publish the policy.
REASON FOR CHANGE:
Whilst the Responsibilities and Duties of the Board are clearly defined in the SGC By-Laws, the requirements
and expectations of an applicant for the Board are not! The Board is a very active and WORKING Board and
requires a commitment both in time and energy from the individual to effectively serve and carry out the
duties as a Board Member.
The JDI knowledge perspective is often assumed (sometimes incorrectly) so It is important that potential
Board Members are aware of their general financial, legal and ethical responsibilities serving on a not-forprofit Board as well as the JDI requirements as well. This information is needed before a person nominates
to ensure that they are able to give the commitment required as a member of the Board. Completion of the
Training Module will assist the applicant to be up and running as a contributing Board Member from the start
of their term.
Submitted by:
Ian Milne, QLD, Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Patrick Lehrman, IL, Karen Keller,
CA

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE
SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#12

Page: SOP SGC 8.1

Article:

Section: 2

Subsection: (a) (2)

NOW READS:
Section 2. Election of New Members of the Board of Trustees (B-SGC Art. XV Sec. 2)
(a) Letter of Intent.
(1)
Those wishing to aspire to the Board of Trustees must send a “Letter of Intent” to the
Executive Manager on or before June 15. Only those who file a “Letter of Intent” by the due
date are eligible to stand for election.
(2)
The “Letter of Intent” shall be limited to a maximum of five hundred (500) words and should
outline the interested party’s skills and abilities, stating a reason why she/he would like to be
elected as a member of the Board of Trustees. This will be the only opportunity a candidate
will have to give this background to the body.
(3)
Any “Letter of Intent” received by the deadline will be displayed alphabetically by last name
of the interested party, provided to the Voting Delegates at the Annual Session of the SGC
and posted on the Official Website.
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)

AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Section 2. Election of New Members of the Board of Trustees (B-SGC Art. XV Sec. 2)
(a) Letter of Intent.
(1)
Those wishing to aspire to the Board of Trustees must send a “Letter of Intent” to the
Executive Manager on or before June 15. Only those who file a “Letter of Intent” by the due
date are eligible to stand for election.
(2)
The “Letter of Intent” shall be limited to a maximum of five hundred (500) words and should
outline the interested party’s skills and abilities, stating a reason why she/he would like to be
elected as a member of the Board of Trustees and acknowledgement they have read the
requirements of the position as outlined in the Board of Trustees Position Profile. This will
be the only opportunity a candidate will have to give this background to the body.
(3)
Any “Letter of Intent” received by the deadline will be displayed alphabetically by last name
of the interested party, provided to the Voting Delegates at the Annual Session of the SGC
and posted on the Official Website
REASON FOR CHANGE:
The Responsibilities and Duties of the Board are clearly defined in the SGC By-Laws but the requirements and
expectations expected of an applicant for the Board are not defined. The Board is a very active and WORKING
Board and requires a commitment both in time and energy from the individual to effectively serve and carry
out the duties as a Board Member.

The JDI knowledge perspective is often assumed (sometimes incorrectly) so It is important that potential
Board Members are aware of their general financial, legal and ethical responsibilities serving on a not-forprofit Board as well as the JDI requirements as well. This information is needed before a person nominates
to ensure that they can give the commitment required as a member of the Board.
Submitted by: Ian Milne, QLD, Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Patrick Lehrman,
IL, Karen Keller, CA,

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#13

Page: B-SGC-8
Article VIII

Section 1

Subsection all

NOW READS:
Section 1.
(a)
A voting member shall not serve on more than one (1) standing committee unless specifically
stated by law.
(b)
The Supreme Guardian shall not appoint more than one (1) member from any GGC or JGC on any
one standing committee.
(c)
Any member of the Jurisprudence Committee, having served the term to which she/he was
appointed, or who resigns from that appointment or reappointment for any reason, shall not be
eligible for appointment or reappointment to the Jurisprudence Committee until one (1) year after
her/his term has expired. This does not apply to members appointed by the Supreme Guardian to
fill vacancies.
(d)
Any member of the Finance Committee, having served the term to which she/he was appointed, or
who resigns from that appointment or reappointment for any reason shall not be eligible for
appointment or reappointment to the Finance Committee until one (1) year after her/his term has
expired. This does not apply to members appointed by the Supreme Guardian to fill vacancies.
(e)
An elective officer of the SGC shall not serve on the Appeals and Grievances Committee.
(f)
Except for those specified in Sections (j), (k) and (l), no person shall be eligible to serve on a
committee unless a member of the SGC.
(g)
Except for the Supreme Marshal and the Supreme Outer Guard, no elected officer of the SGC shall
be eligible for appointment to any standing committee.
(h)
The spouses of the Supreme Guardian and the Associate Supreme Guardian shall not serve on the
Appeals and Grievances, Jurisprudence, or Finance Committees.
(i)
The Chairman of the Session Arrangements Committee shall not be a member of any other
committee of the SGC.
(j)
There are no eligibility requirements for appointment to the Session Arrangements Committee,
except the Chairman who shall be a Voting Delegate of the SGC.
(k)
Executive BGC members of Bethels under Supreme and Grand Guardian Councils and Past Bethel
Guardians and Past Associate Bethel Guardians of Bethels under Supreme and Grand Guardian
Councils are eligible to serve on other committees as listed in Art. XI, unless specifically excluded.
The Chairman of Committees specified in Art. XI shall be a Voting Delegate of the SGC.
(l)
Any Past Bethel Guardian or Past Associate Bethel Guardian may serve in any capacity on the
Courtesy Committee.
(m)
Persons eligible to serve on a BGC, but not a Past Bethel Guardian or Past Associate Bethel
Guardian, may be appointed as an "ad hoc" member of Special Committees appointed by the
Supreme Guardian. (1) There shall be no more than one (1) "ad hoc" member on any Special
Committee.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Section 1. General Guidelines
(a)
All committee appointees working with JDI in the USA, Canada or Australia shall be on the current
list of CAVs provided by the Executive Manager.
Section 2. Standing Committees: Appeals and Grievances, Finance, Jurisprudence
(a)
Members serving on Standing Committees shall be voting delegates of the SGC.
(b)
No person shall serve on more than one (1) Standing Committee at one any time.
(c)
The Supreme Guardian shall not appoint more than one (1) member from any GGC or JGC on any
one (1) Standing Committee.
(d)
No elected member of the SGC may serve on a Standing Committee.
(e)
The spouse / partner of the Supreme Guardian and the Associate Supreme Guardian shall not serve
on any Standing Committee.
(f)
Additional restrictions for appointment on a Standing Committee
a.
Any member of the Finance Committee, having served the term to which she/he was
appointed, or who resigns from that appointment or reappointment for any reason shall
not be eligible for appointment or reappointment to the Finance Committee until one (1)
year after her/his term has expired. This does not apply to members appointed by the
Supreme Guardian to fill vacancies.
b.
Any member of the Jurisprudence Committee, having served the term to which she/he was
appointed, or who resigns from that appointment or reappointment for any reason, shall
not be eligible for appointment or reappointment to the Jurisprudence Committee until
one (1) year after her/his term has expired. This does not apply to members appointed by
the Supreme Guardian to fill vacancies.
Section 3. Other Committees
(a)
Session Arrangements Committee
a.
The Chairman of the Session Arrangements Committee shall not be a member of any other
committee of the SGC.
(b)
All other committees
a.
Any Past Bethel Guardian or Past Associate Bethel Guardian may serve in any capacity on
other Committees.
Section 4. Special Committees
(a)
Persons eligible to serve on a BGC, but not a Past Bethel Guardian or Past Associate Bethel
Guardian, may be appointed as an "ad hoc" member of Special Committees appointed by the
Supreme Guardian. (1) There shall be no more than one (1) "ad hoc" member on any Special
Committee.
REASON FOR CHANGE:

To simplify and clarify requirements for committee appointments.
To allow people who are not voting members of the SGC to serve on more committees. We need to
open up committees to other people who are interested in working for JDI but who have not been
a Past Grand. Their talents can still be useful and it will provide new and young ideas.
SUBMITTED BY:
Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Patrick Lehrman, IL, Shelly Cole, UT, Ian
Milne, QLD, Karen Keller, CA, Amanda LeBlanc, MN

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE
SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#14

Page: SOP-SGC 3.2

Article:

Section: 9

Subsection: (a)

NOW READS:
Section 9. Revolving Fund of the Executive Manager
(a) The Executive Manager shall have a revolving fund of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to meet
the emergency needs of her office, carried in such depository as may be designated by the Finance
Committee. Total amount of monthly receipts and disbursements of the revolving fund shall be shown
on the monthly summary as specified in the duties of the Executive Manager. An adequate balance
shall be maintained in this fund at all times by periodic reimbursement as required.
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)

REASON FOR CHANGE:
The need for this revolving fund process went away decades ago when the financial processes for JDI
changed. This piece of law is no longer used nor needed.

Submitted by: Shelly Cole, UT, Melinda Kinders, KS, John Coulter, OR, Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise,
WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, John Bodnar, MI, Marcia Lemery, MI, Linda Hendershot, MO

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#15

Page: C-SGC 1
Article I

Section 2

Subsection (b)

NOW READS:
(b) Keys to the office of the SGC shall be entrusted to the Executive Manager and the Chairman of the Board
of Trustees.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:

REASON FOR CHANGE:
It is not efficient for the Board of Trustees Chair to have the keys as they often do not reside near the
headquarters. It is also unnecessary to legislate who may have the keys to the headquarters.

SUBMITTED BY:
Melinda Kinders, KS, Shelly Cole, UT, John Coulter, OR, Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen,
MD, John Bodnar, MI, Marcia Lemery, MI, Linda Hendershot, MO

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE
SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#16

Page:
Article: SOP SGC 3
Section: 1
Subsection: (b)
NOW READS:
(b)

Disbursements shall be by check of the SGC and, when accompanied by vouchers approved by a
majority of the Finance Committee, shall be signed by the Executive Manager and the Chairman of the
Finance Committee.
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)

REASON FOR CHANGE:
This is a law clean-up change. More than 30 years ago the financial procedures for JDI were
changed. In that rework the practice of mailing checks back and forth between the office and the
Chairman of Finance stopped. Additionally, if the Chairman of Finance is not a US Citizen they are
limited in their ability to sign. This law should have been cleaned up way back. The check writing
procedures are part of business procedures office manual that was approved by the Board of
Trustees many years ago.
Submitted by:
Shelly Cole, UT, Ian Milne, QLD, Karen Keller, CA, Linda Hendershot, MO, Bud Riebel, CA, John Coulter, OR,
Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Marcia Lemery, MI,

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: ____#17_______________
Page: B-SGC 6
Article VI

Section 3

Subsection ______

NOW READS:
Section 3. Duties of the Executive Manager
(a) Maintain a priced inventory of all supplies on hand and report same to the Board of Trustees at the Annual
Meeting.
(b) Secure competitive bids from suppliers for all printing, supplies and equipment that require approval by the
Board of Trustees. Present these bids to the Finance Committee for recommendations to the Board of Trustees.
(c) Provide a method of taking accurate records of the proceedings at the Annual Session of the SGC.
(d) See that supplies necessary and desirable for the use of the Order and its members are available through the
Supreme Office, that books and forms for use and for sale are properly designed for the convenience of those
using them and that the books and forms comply with the law.
(e) Maintain an accurate record of all the transactions of the Order and report the same to the Board of Trustees.
(f) Maintain complete files of all correspondence, responding and distributing same as required and necessary.
(g) Maintain an accurate record of the membership of the Order and all necessary information, required by law,
pertaining to the same.
(h) Provide all other administrative support as may be required by the Board of Trustees.
(i) Prepare the Annual Proceedings of the SGC as defined in the "Guidelines for Production of the Supreme
Proceedings" as approved by the Board of Trustees.
(j) The Executive Manager shall be responsible for the distribution, grading, record keeping, collection of fees,
and issuing of completion certificates for the voluntary JDI Knowledge Course.
(k) Administer the JDI Youth Protection Program and Policy and collect all fees designated in the Program.
(1) Receive notices of CAV Training and the annually signed and completed CAV Application or CAV form from
each person desiring to be a CAV in the USA with JDI.
(2) Issue a list of CAVs for each jurisdiction in the USA.
(3) Provide each CAV with a CAV card.
(4) Immediately notify the Supreme/Grand/Jurisdictional Guardian of any reported violation of the JDI
Youth Protection Program.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Section 3. Duties of the Executive Manager
(a) Maintain a priced inventory of all supplies on hand and report same to the Board of Trustees at the Annual
Meeting.
(b) Secure competitive bids from suppliers for all printing, supplies and equipment that require approval by the
Board of Trustees. Present these bids to the Finance Committee for recommendations to the Board of Trustees.
(c) Provide a method of taking accurate records of the proceedings at the Annual Session of the SGC.
(d) See that supplies necessary and desirable for the use of the Order and its members are available through the
Supreme Office, that books and forms for use and for sale are properly designed for the convenience of those
using them and that the books and forms comply with the law.
(e) Maintain an accurate record of all the transactions of the Order and report the same to the Board of Trustees.
(f) Maintain complete files of all correspondence, responding and distributing same as required and necessary.
(g) Maintain an accurate record of the membership of the Order and all necessary information, required by law,
pertaining to the same.
(h) Provide all other administrative support as may be required by the Board of Trustees.
(i) Prepare the Annual Proceedings of the SGC as defined in the "Guidelines for Production of the Supreme
Proceedings" as approved by the Board of Trustees.

(j) The Executive Manager shall be responsible for the distribution, grading, record keeping, collection of fees,
and issuing of completion certificates for the voluntary JDI Knowledge Course.
(k) Administer the JDI Youth Protection Program and Policy and collect all fees designated in the Program.
(1) Receive notices of CAV Training and the annually signed and completed CAV Application or CAV form from
each person desiring to be a CAV in the USA with JDI.
(2) Issue a list of CAVs for each jurisdiction in the USA.
(3) Provide each CAV with a CAV card.
(4) Immediately notify the Supreme/Grand/Jurisdictional Guardian of any reported violation of the JDI
Youth Protection Program.
REASON FOR CHANGE:
Duties of all JDI employees not related to the duties of other Officers need to be located under business
policy as outlined by the Board of Trustees, so any changes to duties may be addressed in a timely and
efficient manner. Additionally, some duties have become obsolete or reassigned.

SUBMITTED BY:
Melinda Kinders, KS, Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Patrick Lehrman, IL,
Shelly Cole, UT, Ian Milne, QLD, Karen Keller, CA, Marcia Lemery, MI, Amanda LeBlanc, MN

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#18

Page: B-SGC 5

Article VI

Section 2

Subsection (b)(6)

NOW READS:
(6) Engage a Certified Public or Chartered Accountant to perform an audit or review of all books and
accounts of the Executive Manager. A detailed report of this audit shall be delivered to each member of
the Board of Trustees and Finance Committee, three (3) days prior to the Annual Session of the SGC.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
(6) Engage a the Finance Committee to perform an audit or review of all books and accounts of the
Executive Manager. A detailed report of this audit shall be delivered to each member of the Board of
Trustees and Finance Committee, at least three (3) days prior to the Annual Session of the SGC.

REASON FOR CHANGE:
Due to changes in the United States Financial laws over the last few decades, full financial audits now cost
over $40,000. JDI can no longer absorb this type of cost. JDI does engage a CPA on the non-profit tax filings
of course. An audit by our internal Finance Committee is deemed acceptable and certainly cost effective.
SUBMITTED BY:
Melinda Kinders, KS, Shelly Cole, UT, John Coulter, OR, Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen,
MD, John Bodnar, MI, Marcia Lemery, MI

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #19
Page: _____AAJDI 1________________________
Article _ARTICLE III MEMBERSHIP_ Section _1__ Subsection _2__
NOW READS:
Section 1. Membership
(a) The eligibility for membership of this organization shall consist of Majority Members of JDI and all
adults who have worked with a Bethel for a minimum of one (1) year.
(1) Charter Membership was granted to all members joining the Alumni Association from August 1,
1992 until August 8, 1993.
(2) Life Membership shall be granted to each contributor of a minimum of thirty-five dollars ($35.00).

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:

(2) Life Membership shall be granted to each contributor of a minimum of fifty-five dollars
($55.00).
REASON FOR CHANGE:
To begin a fund to further the advancement of Jobs Daughters, Alumni, Majority Members, and Job’s
Daughter families. Scholarship money to be determined by the committee. Activities include but are not
limited to, travel, funds, education scholarships, and awards.

SUBMITTED BY:
Charlene Benedict PHQ, MM, PBG #75 and PGG Washington

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#20

Page: SOP-SGC-11.1 to 11.2
NOW READS:

Section: 11

Subsection: 1-6

Section 1. Remittance by Bethels
(a)
An application fee and an annual fee will be paid by all Bethels for members initiated and members
on their rolls as specified in this Instruction.
(b)
The fees shall accompany Form 110 when submitted to the Executive Manager by Bethels under
Supreme or when submitted to the Grand Secretary by Bethels under a GGC.
(c)
An update of the Membership list provided by the Executive Manager shall accompany the Annual
Report and fees.
(d)
For Bethels in the United States, a copy of the latest IRS Form 990 shall accompany Form 110.
Section 2. Application Fee
(a)
The application fee for each member when she joins the Order is:
(1)
For Bethels under Supreme, ten (10.00) USD, CAD, AUD, PHP, BRL ...etc., and annually shall
increase by two percent (2%) beginning January 1, 2004.
(2)
For Bethels under a GGC, four (4.00) USD, CAD, AUD, PHP, BRL ...etc., and annually shall
increase by two percent (2%) beginning January 1, 2004.
(b)
This fee shall be paid by the Bethel during the month of January for all new members who joined
the Order between January 1 and December 31 of the preceding year.
Section 3. Annual Dues
(a)
The annual dues shall be collected in the currency of the jurisdiction to which the member belongs
(b)
The annual dues for each member reported by chartered Bethels on December 31, 2007 is ten
point one two (10.12) USD, CAD, AUD, PHP or BRL ...etc. and annually shall increase by two percent
(2%).
(c)
These dues shall be paid during the month of January.
(d)
The annual fee of Bethels chartered after July 1 shall be prorated from the date of chartering.
Bethels chartered less than one (1) month prior to January 1, filing their first report, shall be
exempt from this fee.
(e)
The Bethels, GGCs and JGCs outside of the USA and Canada shall be exempt from remittance of fees
to the Insurance Fund. (See SOP-SGC-11 4 (a)).
Section 4. Insurance Fee
(a)
The annual fee for each member of the Bethel for the payment of liability insurance shall be the
latest actual premium paid, plus ten percent (10%), divided by the total membership in the USA
and Canada as of the last Annual Report. This fee is to be paid with each Annual Report.
(b)
The fee shall be prorated from the date of chartering for new Bethels chartered during a calendar
year.
(c)
The Bethels, GGCs, and JGCs, outside the United States of America and Canada shall be exempt from
remittance of this fee.
Section 5. Remittance by GGC
(a)
GGCs shall collect the application fee and the annual dues as specified above and remit them in US
dollars using the exchange rate as of December 31 to the Supreme Office so that they are received
no later than March 1.
(b)
The remittances shall be accompanied by an update of the Membership list as provided by the
Executive Manager, and the Annual Reports on Form 123 A, B, and C as provided in B-GGC, Art III,
Sec. 6 (g).
(c)
The remittance shall be accompanied by a penalty if received in the Supreme Office after the
deadline date of March 1. The fine to be a percentage of the total amount owed as follows: two (2)
percent for one (1) through thirty (30) days overdue, five (5) percent for thirty-one (31) through
sixty (60) days overdue and seven and one half (7.5) percent for any period over sixty (60) days.
(d)
For GGCs in the United Sates, a copy of the latest IRS Form 990 shall accompany the Annual Report.

Section 6. Allocation of Fees
(a)
Fees from Bethels under Supreme including JGCs are allocated as follows:
(1)
From the application fee:
Seventy-five percent (75%) to the General Fund
Twenty percent (20%) to the Educational Fund
Five percent (5%) to the Promotional Fund
(2)
From the annual dues:
Seventy-five percent (75%) to the General Fund
Twenty percent (20%) to the Promotional Fund
Five percent (5%) to the Educational Fund
(b)
Fees from GGCs are allocated as follows:
(1)
From the application fee:
Twenty-five percent (25%) to the General Fund
Twelve percent (12%) to the Educational Fund
Thirty-eight percent (38%) to the Promotional Fund
Twenty-five percent (25%) to be retained by the GGC
(2)
From the annual dues:
Fifty percent (50%) to the General Fund
Twelve percent (12%) to the Promotional Fund
Thirteen percent (13%) to the Educational Fund
Twenty-five percent (25%) to be retained by the GGC

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:

Section 1: All funds must be remitted to the executive office shall be in U.S. Dollars at the exchange rate
in effect on 31 December and shall be at a no higher exchange rate than 5.75 to one U.S. Dollar.
Renumber sections 1-6 to 2-7
REASON FOR CHANGE: Align currencies with economic actuality.
SUBMITTED BY: Patrick G. Lehrman, PAGG of Illinois

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN
COUNCIL
Year: 2022
Amendment: #21
Page: B-Bethel 5
Article: XII Section: 1

Subsection: (g)

NOW READS:
ARTICLE XII
MEETINGS
Section 1. Regular
(g) The Ritual prescribed by the SGC shall be used without alteration for opening and closing
each Bethel, for conferring the Epochs and for other ceremonies. No short form shall be used.
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
WILL READ:
ARTICLE XII
MEETINGS
Section 1. Regular
(g) The Ritual prescribed by the SGC shall be used without alteration for opening and closing
each Bethel, for conferring the Epochs and for other ceremonies. No short form shall be used.
REASON FOR CHANGE:
Removes the stipulation that there is no short form of the Ritual. Would allow for a future
Ritual Revision Committee to consider alternative meeting types, shortened meeting
structures, etc. in response to Daughter feedback.
Submitted by: Melinda Kinders

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#22

Page: SOP – BETHEL 14.1
Article _____________ Section _____________ Subsection _____________
NOW READS:
PROCEDURE TO MERGE, CLOSE, OR REINSTITUTE BETHELS
Section 1. Merge of Bethels
(a)
The Supreme or Grand Guardian, with the written consent of a majority of the Executive Supreme or
Executive Grand Guardian Council, excluding the Supreme/Grand Secretary and Treasurer, may issue a
dispensation for two (2) or more Bethels to merge, or may instruct them in writing to do so.
(b)
When the merger is accomplished, the funds, regalia, and other property of merging Bethels shall become the
property of the merged Bethel.
(c)
When Bethels are merged, the number to be assigned to the merged Bethel shall be determined by mutual
agreement of the Bethels concerned. When agreement cannot be achieved, the Supreme or Grand Guardian
shall make the final decision. She may assign a new consecutive number or may assign a previously used
number, in which case a Charter shall be issued immediately with the date of the merger, the new number,
and bear the names of the Daughters of the merging Bethels.
(d)
An Honored Queen or a Princess of a merging Bethel who does not continue as one of the five (5) elective
officers of the merged Bethel shall be known as a Past Honored Queen or a Past Senior Princess or a Past
Junior Princess of one of the original Bethels and entitled to all honors provided, she has qualified for the
office to the satisfaction of the Executive Members of the BGC of her original Bethel.
Section 2. Close of a Bethel
(a)
When the Dispensation or Charter of a Bethel is revoked or relinquished, its funds, regalia, and other property
shall become the property of the Supreme or Grand Guardian Council.
Section 3. Members of a Closed Bethel
(a)
Members of a closed Bethel, under dispensation or chartered, shall retain their good standing in the Order for
a period of six (6) months thereafter, unless suspended prior to such revocation.
(b)
Members shall be entitled to visit other Bethels during the six (6) month period and may apply for
membership therein. Their Applications for Affiliation must be accompanied by a receipt from the Executive
Manager or Grand Secretary for all dues payable to the Order up to the date of revocation of the Dispensation
or Charter of the Bethel. If such applications are made within the stated six (6) month period, no affiliation fee
will be required. The application shall be signed by a member of the Bethel and referred to the Executive
Members of the BGC for action.
(c)
Members who do not affiliate within the six (6) month period and whose dues are paid up to the revocation of
the Dispensation or Charter, shall be issued demits by the Executive Manager or Grand Secretary, or may
continue their membership in the Order by payment of annual dues to the Executive Manager or Grand
Secretary.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Section 1. Merge of Bethels
(a)
The Supreme or Grand Guardian, with the written consent of a majority of the Executive Supreme or
Executive Grand Guardian Council, excluding the Supreme/Grand Secretary and Treasurer, may issue a
dispensation for two (2) or more Bethels to merge, or may instruct them in writing to do so.
(b)
When the merger is accomplished, the funds, regalia, and other property of merging Bethels shall become the
property of the merged Bethel.
(c)
When Bethels are merged, the number to be assigned to the merged Bethel shall be determined by mutual
agreement of the Bethels concerned. When agreement cannot be achieved, the Supreme or Grand Guardian
shall make the final decision. She may assign a new consecutive number or may assign a previously used
number, in which case a Charter shall be issued immediately with the date of the merger, the new number,
and bear the names of the Daughters of the merging Bethels.

(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

No charter will be issued until all financial obligations and IRS concerns within the USA have been finalized.
For Bethels merging in the USA, a final 990 must be filed with the IRS. The Supreme Office must be notified to
remove the Bethel’s EIN from the JDI master and notify the IRS of closure.
Daughters of the Bethel merging to another Bethel can vote to pay dues to age of Majority of a Daughter (or all
active Daughters) prior to the date of merging.
If merging, all money of the closing Bethel goes to the new Bethel.
An Honored Queen or a Princess of a merging Bethel who does not continue as one of the five (5) elective
officers of the merged Bethel shall be known as a Past Honored Queen or a Past Senior Princess or a Past
Junior Princess of one of the original Bethels and entitled to all honors provided, she has qualified for the
office to the satisfaction of the Executive Members of the BGC of her original Bethel.

Add New: Old (d) becomes new (h)
Section 2. Close of a Bethel
(a)
When the Dispensation or Charter of a Bethel is revoked or relinquished, its funds, regalia, and other property
shall become the property of the Supreme or Grand Guardian Council.
(b)
For Bethels closing in the USA, a final 990 must be filed with the IRS. The Supreme Office must be notified to
take the Bethel’s EIN off the JDI master and notify the IRS of closure.
Section 3. Members of a Closed Bethel
(a)
Members of a closed Bethel, under dispensation or chartered, shall retain their good standing in the Order for
a period of six (6) months thereafter, unless suspended prior to such revocation.
(b)
Members shall be entitled to visit other Bethels during the six (6) month period and may apply for
membership therein. Their Applications for Affiliation must be accompanied by a receipt from the Executive
Manager or Grand Secretary for all dues payable to the Order up to the date of revocation of the Dispensation
or Charter of the Bethel. If such applications are made within the stated six (6) month period, no affiliation fee
will be required. The application shall be signed by a member of the Bethel and referred to the Executive
Members of the BGC for action.
(c)
Members who do not affiliate within the six (6) month period and whose dues are paid up to the revocation of
the Dispensation or Charter, shall be issued demits by the Executive Manager or Grand Secretary, or may
continue their membership in the Order by payment of annual dues to the Executive Manager or Grand
Secretary.
(d)
Daughters of a Bethel closing can vote to pay dues to age of Majority for any Daughter who so desires. The
Bethel monies would then go to the GGC Grand Secretary or the SGC Executive Manager for Bethels Under
Supreme (BUS) to file annual reports until the Daughters reach the age of Majority. Property of the Bethel
transfers to the GGC or the SGC per law.

REASON FOR CHANGE:
We are required to follow the IRS guidelines as a 501 (c) (3) non-profit organization. When these
guidelines are not completed in a timely manner, our 501 (c) (3) status is in jeopardy. These additions to
the SOP spell out the procedures that must be followed when merging or closing our Bethels.
SUBMITTED BY: Maureen Wise, WI, Diane Bloch, MI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, John Bodnar, MI, Marcia
Lemery, MI, Amanda LeBlanc, MN, Melinda Kinders, KS, Karen Keller, CA, Shelly Cole, UT

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022

AMENDMENT: #23
Page B-Bethel 4
Article XII
Section 1

Subsection (c) and (d)

NOW READS:
Section 1. Regular
(c)
A Bethel cannot be opened unless there be present seven (7) members of the Bethel including one (1) of the first three
(3) officers, at least one (1) Executive Member of the BGC, orthe Deputy, or an officer of the SGC or GGC, and the
Dispensation or Bethel Charter.
(d)
In the event a Bethel's membership has declined to the point where the required seven (7)members are not available,
a meeting may be held for the purpose of reading applications, initiating, processing affiliates, voting to move or
merge, installing members of the BGC and conducting the necessary business of the Bethel. Present at the meeting
must be:
(1)
at least one (1) of the first three (3) officers.
(2)
at least one (1) Executive Member of the BGC, or the Deputy, or an officer of the SGC or the GGC.
(3)
the Dispensation or Charter.
Delete
Add New to Read
Amend to Read
WILL READ:
Section 1. Regular
(c)
A Bethel cannot be opened unless there be present seven (7) members of the Bethel including one (1) of the line
officers (Honored Queen, Senior Princess, Junior Princess, Guide or Marshal) first three (3), at least one (1)
Executive Member of the BGC, or the Deputy, or an officer of the SGC or GGC, and the Dispensation or Bethel
Charter.
(d)
In the event a Bethel's membership has declined to the point where the required seven (7)members are not available,
a meeting may be held for the purpose of reading applications, initiating, processing affiliates, voting to move or
merge, installing members of the BGC and conducting the necessary business of the Bethel. Present at the meeting
must be:
(1)
at least one (1) of the line officers (Honored Queen, Senior Princess, Junior Princess, Guide or Marshal)
first three (3).
(2)
at least one (1) Executive Member of the BGC, or the Deputy, or an officer of the SGC or the GGC.
(3)
the Dispensation or Charter.
REASON FOR CHANGE:
A majority of our Bethel's do not have a full core of officers let alone a full set of line officers. Opening extended to line
officers would allow Bethels to keep meeting even if sickness or prior commitments limit attendance of the east officers.
SUBMITTED BY:
Beth Bohlmann, MN, Diane Bloch, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Patrick Lehrman, IL, Shelly Cole, UT, Ian
Milne, QLD, Karen Keller, CA, Marcia Lemery, MI, Amanda LeBlanc, MN

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#24

Page: B-SGC-2
Article: III

Section: 1

Subsection: (14)

NOW READS:

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
(14) Place a Bethel under Reorganization in any of the following circumstances with the approval of a
majority vote of the ESGC:
[1]
At the request of the BGC,
[2]
At the request of the Supreme Deputy,
[3]
When serious issues are identified within the Bethel or the BGC.
REASON FOR CHANGE:
The current law is vague on exactly when the SG may put a Bethel under reorganization. There are more
things than just low membership that might necessitate the SG making the decision to put a Bethel under
reorganization. This addition to the SG allows her to do that with the approval of the ESGC.
SUBMITTED BY:
Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Patrick Lehrman, IL, Rob
Worthington, VA, Ian Milne, QLD, Stephanie Lagerman, KS, Karen Keller, CA, Beth
Bohlmann, MN, Janine Coley, WI, Pam Henderson, KS

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #25
Page: B-GGC-2
Article: III

Section: 2

Subsection: (o)

NOW READS:

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
(o)

Place a Bethel under Reorganization in any of the following circumstances with the approval of a
majority vote of the EGGC:
[1]
At the request of the BGC,
[2]
At the request of the Grand Deputy (or its equivalent),
[3]
When serious issues are identified within the Bethel or the BGC.

REASON FOR CHANGE:
The current law is vague on exactly when the GG may put a Bethel under reorganization. There are more
things than just low membership that might necessitate the GG making the decision to put a Bethel under
reorganization. This addition to the GG allows her to do that with the approval of the EGGC.

SUBMITTED BY:
Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Patrick Lehrman, IL, Rob Worthington,
VA, Ian Milne, QLD, Stephanie Lagerman, KS, Karen Keller, CA, Beth Bohlmann, MN, Janine Coley,
WI, Pam Henderson, KS

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: _#26______________
Page: C-SGC 2
Article VI Section 1 Subsection (b)
NOW READS:
(b) All elected and appointed officers and all members of the Board of Trustees shall be members of the SGC
and all elected and appointed officers and members of the Board of Trustees shall be CAVs.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND AND ADD NEW TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
(b) All elected and appointed officers and all members of the Board of Trustees shall be members of the SGC
and all elected and appointed officers and members of the Board of Trustees shall be CAVs
(c) All elected officers and members of the Board of Trustees shall be CAVs.
(d) Appointive officers working with JDI in the USA, Canada or Australia shall be CAVs.

REASON FOR CHANGE:
To change CAV requirement to allow appointed officers from JDI locations where CAV certification is not
currently in place (Philippines and Brazil). Elected officers and members of the Board remain
unchanged.

SUBMITTED BY:
Melinda Kinders, KS. Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Patrick Lehrman, IL,
Shelly Cole, UT, Ian Milne, QLD, Karen Keller, CA, Marcia Lemery, MI, Amanda LeBlanc, MN

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:
Page:

#27

B-SGC-14

Article: XV

Section:

Subsection:

NOW READS:
ARTICLE XV
ELECTION, VOTING PRIVILEGES, AND PROXY
Section 1. Election of Elective Officers (C-SGC Art. V, Sec. 1 (a))
(a) The annual election of officers of the SGC shall be held on the day preceding the final day
of the Annual Session beginning at 9:00 A.M. and shall continue until election is completed.
(b) The election shall be by majority vote without nomination. If only one (1) person is aspiring
to an office, the vote may be viva voce and majority vote of those present and voting shall
elect. If more than one (1) person aspires to an office, there shall be a ballot.
(c) Election shall be from members present, except in case of sickness or other unavoidable
circumstance, when candidates may be excused by a majority vote of the members
present.
Section 2. Election of New Members of the Board of Trustees
(a) The annual election of new members of the Board of Trustees shall be held on the day
preceding the final day of the Annual Session beginning at the conclusion of the election of
Elective Officers of the SGC and shall continue until election is completed.
(b) The election shall be by majority vote without nomination. If only one (1) person is aspiring
to a position, the vote may be viva voce and a majority vote of those present and voting
shall elect. If more than one (1) person aspires to a position, there shall be a ballot.
(c) Election shall be from members present, except in case of sickness or other unavoidable
circumstance, when candidates may be excused by a majority vote of the members
present.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
ARTICLE XV
ELECTION, VOTING PRIVILEGES, AND PROXY
Section 1. Election of Elective Officers and New Members of the Board of Trustees (C-SGC Art. V, Sec.
1 (a) and (b))
(a) Unless decided otherwise by a vote of the Executive Supreme Guardian Council and
the Board of Trustees, the annual election of officers of the SGC and new members of
the Board of Trustees shall be held on the day preceding the final day of the Annual
Session beginning at 9:00 A.M. and shall continue until election is completed.
(b) The election shall be by majority vote without nomination. If only one (1) person is
aspiring to an office, the vote may be viva voce and majority vote of those present and
voting shall elect. If more than one (1) person aspires to an office, there shall be a
ballot.
(c) Election shall be from members present, except in case of sickness or other
unavoidable circumstance, when candidates may be excused by a majority vote of the
members present.

Section 2. Election of New Members of the Board of Trustees
(a) The annual election of new members of the Board of Trustees shall be held on the day
preceding the final day of the Annual Session beginning at the conclusion of the
election of Elective Officers of the SGC and shall continue until election is completed.
(b) The election shall be by majority vote without nomination. If only one (1) person is
aspiring to a position, the vote may be viva voce and a majority vote of those present
and voting shall elect. If more than one (1) person aspires to a position, there shall be a
ballot.
(c) Election shall be from members present, except in case of sickness or other
unavoidable circumstance, when candidates may be excused by a majority vote of the
members present.
REASON FOR CHANGE:
A vote of the ESGC and BOT may change the method of election, virtual for example, as per the changes
adopted in 2021. This amendment specifically notes that ability to anyone looking this up directly in this
section so there is no confusion.. Additionally, If the ESGC & BOT decide the meeting(s) need to occur at
other times or places the date and time of the meeting needs to be adjustable. As normal that would be
communicated in the Supreme Session published information. The glossary change in 2021 defines
method of meeting flexibility.
Additionally, this amendment cleans up the law for ESGC and BOT elections into the same section since they
are the same requirements.
SUBMITTED BY:
Shelly Cole, UT, Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Ian Milne, QLD, Karen
Keller, CA, Marcia Lemery, MI, Amanda LeBlanc, MN

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE
SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #28
Page: B-SGC-16

Article: XVIII

Section: 2 and 3

Subsection: (f)

NOW READS:
Section 2. Opening
(a) Formal opening of the Annual Session shall be held on Wednesday evening of each Annual
Session.
Section 3. Business Session
(a)The business session shall open Wednesday at 9:00 A.M. and shall close the following
Saturday, not later than 12:00 noon, except for the Ceremony of Installation.
(b) See SOP-SGC-16 for Rules of Order and Parliamentary Authority.
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
WILL READ:
Section 2. Opening
(a) Formal opening of the Annual Session shall be held on Wednesday evening of each Annual
Session.
Section 2 3. Business Session
(a)The A business session shall be held during the Annual Session. open Wednesday at 9:00
A.M. and shall close the following Saturday, not later than 12:00 noon, except for the Ceremony
of Installation.
(b) See SOP-SGC-16 for Rules of Order and Parliamentary Authority.
REASON FOR CHANGE:
One of the largest complaints from Daughters and adults about Supreme Session is that it is not more Daughter
Centered. With in-person competitions at the beginning of the week and then Miss International and Supreme
Bethel activities at the end of the week it becomes a concern about expense.
There are many ways to make Supreme Session more inclusive, more affordable and more Daughter centered
but most of them require some schedule rearranging. Many past Supreme Arrangements Committees, the
Executive Supreme Guardian Council and the Board of Trustees have desired to restructure the schedule to
make it more streamlined and affordable for everyone, but laws like this tie us down.
Additionally, if some virtual inclusion and voting options are decided up for a particular session then the business
session may not need to be as long and thus could potentially start later.
Removing specific requirements allows flexibility of schedule. All schedule information is published well in
advance and would continue as usual so attendees can make travel decisions.

Submitted by: Shelly Cole, UT, Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Ian Milne, QLD,
Karen Keller, CA, Marcia Lemery, MI, Amanda LeBlanc, MN

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:
Page:

#29

SOP-SGC-16.1

Article:

Section:

2

Subsection: (c)

NOW READS:
(c)
AMENDMENTS – Amendments to these Constitutions, Bylaws, or Policy Requests shall be approved at
the Annual Session of the SGC/GGC by two thirds (2/3) affirmative vote of the members present and
voting. Amendments to Standard Operating Procedures shall be approved at the Annual Session of the
SGC/GGC by a majority affirmative vote of the members present and voting. Only amendments affecting
the revision of Ritual shall be acted on at the Annual Session where the Ritual is being considered. No
other amendment shall be acted upon when there is a revision of the Ritual. Amendments shall be
submitted in writing to the Executive Manager/Grand Secretary and must be received on or before March 1
of the year of the Annual Session when it is to be considered (GGC submittal date per their Rules and
Regulations). A copy of proposed amendments shall be sent to each voting member and posted on
applicable website on or before June 1 of the year of the Annual Session when it is to be considered (GGC
amendments timing per their Rules and Regulations).

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
(c)
AMENDMENTS – Landmarks, Amendments to these Constitutions, Bylaws, or Policy Requests shall be
approved at the Annual Session of the SGC/GGC by two thirds (2/3) affirmative vote of the members
present and voting. Amendments to Standard Operating Procedures shall be approved at the Annual
Session of the SGC/GGC by a majority affirmative vote of the members present and voting. Only
amendments affecting the revision of Ritual shall be acted on at the Annual Session where the Ritual is
being considered. No other amendment shall be acted upon when there is a revision of the Ritual.
Amendments shall be submitted in writing to the Executive Manager/Grand Secretary and must be received
on or before March 1 of the year of the Annual Session when it is to be considered (GGC submittal date per
their Rules and Regulations). A copy of proposed amendments shall be sent to each voting member and
posted on applicable website on or before June 1 of the year of the Annual Session when it is to be
considered (GGC amendments timing per their Rules and Regulations).
REASON FOR CHANGE:
Currently there is no defined way to change the landmarks of our Order. This change will allow the body to vote
on landmark changes as it would for an amendment to the Constitution. The landmarks of JDI have changed in
the past, but it is unclear how that was accomplished so this defines a process..
SUBMITTED BY:
Pam Henderson, KS, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Patrick Lehrman, IL, Shelly Cole, UT,
Ian Milne, QLD, Karen Keller, CA, Marcia Lemery, MI, Amanda LeBlanc, MN

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #30
Page: B-SGC 14
Article XII

Section 2

Subsection (c)

NOW READS:
(c)

After an affirmative vote of not less than six (6) members of the Executive SGC, a GGC operating
with seventy (70) Bethel members or less shall have their Charter withdrawn.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
(c)

After an affirmative vote of not less than six (6) members of the Executive SGC, a GGC operating with sixty
(60) Bethel members or less shall have their Charter withdrawn.

REASON FOR CHANGE:

The Panel received a great deal of call out on the number of jurisdictions losing their charters, this
can be a challenge on a local level to maintain enthusiasm additionally there is a physical and
financial toll put on the SGC as they must absorb more jurisdictions. By lowering the number of
Daughters but not Bethels, a smaller state would be able, in theory, to fill the positions of Grand
Officers to the needs of a GGC and keep Grand Bethels in place for the Daughters in struggling areas.
Submitted by: Melinda Kinders

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #31
Page: B-BETHEL 4-5

Article XII

Section 1

Subsection (h)-(m)

NOW READS:
(h)
Bethel meetings shall be conducted in accordance with the Ritual of the Order and in conformity with the
laws of the SGC and Robert's Rules of Order Revised (latest edition).
(i)
The Bethel shall exemplify the Initiation Ceremony at least one (1) time each term. If no candidate is
available, a previously initiated Job's Daughter shall be used.
(j)
The Bethel shall perform the Majority Ceremony and/or the Obligation Ceremony at a regular (or
special) meeting one (1) time during the year.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
(h)
There shall be (2) two types of Bethel Meetings allowed: "Formal" Bethel Meetings and "Business"
Meetings. The "Business" Meeting is an optional meeting format to Bethels not under reorganization.
(i)
"Formal" Bethel Meetings (robes, etc) shall be conducted in accordance with the Ritual of the Order
and in conformity with the laws of the SGC and Robert's Rules of Order Revised (latest edition)
(j)
"Business" Meetings (business professional attire) shall be conducted in accordance with Robert's
Rules of Order Revised (latest edition).
(1)
Special Dispensation required
(2)
No more than 1 per month and 4 (or (5) per term)
(k)
Bethel meetings shall be conducted in accordance with the Ritual of the Order and in conformity with the
laws of the SGC and Robert's Rules of Order Revised (latest edition).
(l)
The Bethel shall exemplify the Initiation Ceremony at least one (1) time each term. If no candidate is
available, a previously initiated Job's Daughter shall be used.
(m)
The Bethel shall perform the Majority Ceremony and/or the Obligation Ceremony at a regular (or
special) meeting one (1) time during the year.
REASON FOR CHANGE:

1.
The Daughters are asking for it. Adults also state "formal" meetings tend to run a longer amount of time
making it difficult to get young girls home early. The schedule constraints of this generation are much different
than our founder could have anticipated. The median age of Bethel Daughters is closer to 10-12 year olds who
need to limit the length of the meeting due to homework and bed time.
2.
The adults wish to have more time to teach girls about details of how and why the ritual is written the
way it is. They have asked for less structured time to teach young girls planning and budget skills. They want less
formality and more time for one-on-one or hands-on training without the struggle of scheduling additional
meeting or get-together events.
Submitted by: Melinda Kinders

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: __#32__________
Page:
Article SOP-SGC-1

Section

Subsection

NOW READS:

ADD NEW TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:

REASON FOR CHANGE:

The process for filing a grievance and following up with an appeal is very difficult to follow,
especially for a person who has not filed a grievance before or is unfamiliar with the process.
With the addition of this flow chart, the process can be more easily followed. The addition of
a flow chart can serve as a reference to the written words. This flow chart does not alter the
process, it diagrams it.
SUBMITTED BY:
Laura Slavik, WI, Maureen Wise, WI, Diane Bloch, MI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Patrick Lehrman, IL, Rob
Worthington, VA, Shelly Cole, UT, Ian Milne, QLD, Stephanie Lagerman, KS, Karen Keller, CA, Beth Bohlmann,
MN, Janine Coley, WI, Pam Henderson, KS

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN
COUNCIL Year: 2022
AMENDMENT

#33

Page: SOP-Bethel 15-1
NOW READS:
RECOMMENDATION FOR EXECUTIVE AND ASSOCIATE MEMBERS OF THE BETHEL GUARDIAN COUNCIL
BY BETHEL MEMBERS
Section 1. Process
(a)
Bethel members shall be privileged to submit by secret ballot recommendations concerning those to be
selected as Executive and Associate Members of the BGC.
(b)
At least thirty (30) days before such action, the Bethel Guardian or Associate Bethel Guardian shall notify
the Bethel members the date of such ballot and read paragraphs (a) and (e) for Bethels in a GGC of this
SOP to them and paragraphs (a) and (f) for Bethels in a SGC.
(c)
A fine of fifty (50.00) USD, CAD, AUD, PHP, or BRL, etc. shall be paid by the Executive Members of BGCs
under Supreme who fail to file Form 221 and Form 222 with the Vice Supreme Guardian at least fifty (50)
days before the Annual Session of the SGC.
(d)
The above provision shall be included in the Bylaws of all Bethels. (See B-GGC Art. XIII Sec. 1(bb))
(e)
For Bethels in GGC jurisdictions the ballots (Form 221) shall be collected and sealed in an envelope in the
presence of the Bethel members by the Recorder who shall mail them to the Vice Grand Guardian in GGC
jurisdictions. Alternatively, the Bethel may recommend in a virtual format as designated by the Executive
Grand Guardian Council.
(f)
For Bethels in SGC jurisdictions the ballots shall be made on the virtual format provided by the SGC
adhering to the time frame determined by the SGC. The SGC will provide the voting system and time limit
to the Bethels sixty (60) days prior to the start of the balloting system.

[ ]
[ ]
[X]

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ

WILL READ:
RECOMMENDATION FOR EXECUTIVE AND ASSOCIATE MEMBERS OF THE BETHEL GUARDIAN COUNCIL
BY BETHEL MEMBERS
Section 1. Process
(a)
Bethel members shall be privileged to submit by secret ballot recommendations concerning those to be
selected as Executive and Associate Members of the BGC.
(1) The BG/ABG shall announce the names of adults known to be willing to serve on the BGC.
(2) Prior to balloting, Bethel members may ask adults if they would be willing to serve on the BGC.
(b)
The ballots shall be collected and sealed in an envelope in the presence of the Bethel members by a
Daughter which is to be mailed to the Vice Supreme Guardian for Bethels under Supreme or to the Vice
Grand Guardian in GGC jurisdictions.
(c)
A fine of fifty (50.00) USD, CAD, AUD, PHP, or BRL, etc. shall be paid by the Executive Members of BGCs
under Supreme who fail to file Form 221 and Form 222 with the Vice Supreme Guardian at least fifty (50)
days before the Annual Session of the SGC.
(d)
The above provision shall be included in the Bylaws of all Bethels. (See B-GGC Art. XIII Sec. 1(bb))
(e)
For Bethels in GGC jurisdictions the ballots (Form 221) shall be collected and sealed in an envelope in the
presence of the Bethel members by a Daughter to be mailed to the Vice Grand Guardian in GGC
jurisdictions. Alternatively, the Bethel may recommend in a virtual format as designated by the Executive
Grand Guardian Council.
(f)
For Bethels in SGC jurisdictions the ballots shall be made on the virtual format provided by the SGC
adhering to the time frame determined by the SGC. The SGC will provide the voting system and time limit
to the Bethels sixty (60) days prior to the start of the balloting system.

REASON FOR CHANGE:
To assist the Daughters with the process of making Council recommendations. The addition adds to the
explanation and clarifies the process.
SUBMITTED BY:
Maureen Wise, WI, Diane Bloch, MI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Patrick Lehrman, IL, Rob Worthington, VA, Shelly
Cole, UT, Ian Milne, QLD, Stephanie Lagerman, KS, Karen Keller, CA, Beth Bohlmann, MN, Janine Coley, WI

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: __2__0_2__2___
AMENDMENT: #34
Page: SOP-Bethel 11.1
Article _____________ Section

1

Subsection _____________

NOW READS:
(a) The official regalia of the Order shall be worn by Officers and Bethel Choir at all meetings. It shall consist
of the white Grecian robe, long white slip which may be full or half, white hose which may be long or knee
high, white flat shoes or white sandals without color, capes and crowns for Honored Queen, Senior and
Junior Princesses, headbands for all other Officers. Headbands shall be worn by the Bethel Choir.
(b) The robe shall be of light or heavy material, with white cords for Officers, except Honored Queen, Senior
and Junior Princesses, and purple cords for Bethel Choir members. It shall be made with wing sleeves and
yoke dimensions according to the pattern approved by the Board of Trustees and Executive SGC Officers.
(1) Cords shall be tacked along the bottom of the yoke seam to within two (2) to three (3) inches of
each side of center front (measured on the curve of the yoke), crossed at center front three (3)
times, then passed around the waist once and tied at center front with a square knot one (1) inch
below natural waistline. The seam at the yoke shoulder may be taped to the undergarment if
desired.
(2) Robes shall be a length of three (3) inches from the floor, with a four (4) inch hem, and the
underslip a length of four (4) to six (6) inches from the floor.
(c) Crowns, capes, cords and headbands shall be as prescribed by the SGC, the official capes to be of purple
velvet or velveteen, trimmed with white Grecian design, or if not available, white trim as approved by the
Board of Trustees, lined with purple material, or unlined as desired. No additional trimming shall be used
on capes.
(d) If the Bethel members do not have access to their regalia, or if restrictions prevent members from
changing into their regalia, members may wear acceptable attire for the meetings as determined by their
EBGC

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
X

AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)

Will READ:
(a) The official regalia of the Order Job’s Daughters International shall be worn by Bethel Officers and
Bethel Choir at all meetings. It shall consist of the a white Grecian or Academic robe with cord, worn with
appropriate undergarments and, long white slip which may be full or half, white hose which may be long or
knee high, white flat shoes or white sandals without color, capes and crowns for Official Regalia for the
Honored Queen, Senior and Junior Princesses, shall also include a cape and crown. headbands for all other
Officers. Headbands shall be worn by the Bethel Choir.The Board of Trustees and Executive SGC Officers will
provide a pattern for independent production of Official Regalia, or it may be purchased commercially.
(b) The Grecian robe shall be white and made of light or heavy material, with white cords for Officers,
except Honored Queen, Senior and Junior Princesses, and purple cords for Bethel Choir members. The
Grecian robe shall include a yoke collar and the sleeves will be an open winged style. It shall be made with
wing sleeves and yoke dimensions according to the pattern approved by the Board of Trustees and
Executive SGC Officers.
(1) A cCords, with matching tassels at the ends, shall be tacked along the bottom of the yoke seam
to within two (2) to three (3) inches of each side of center front (measured on the curve of the
yoke), crossed at center front three (3) times, then passed around the waist once and tied at center
front with a square knot one (1) inch below natural waistline. The seam at the yoke shoulder may
be taped to the undergarment if desired.
(2) Robes shall be a length of three (3) inches from the floor, with a four (4) inch hem., and tThe
underslip shall be a length of four (4) to six (6) inches from the floor.
(3) Under the Grecian robe, appropriate undergarments, including a slip and stockings shall be
worn.

(4) Shoes worn with the Grecian robe will be white, flat, and closed toed.
(c) The Academic robe shall be white, without stripes or other adornments, and made of light or heavy
material. Academic robe shall include a yoke collar and a discrete or hidden closure on the front or side. The
sleeves will be open, without a cuff.
(1) A cord, with matching tassels at the ends, may be worn over the shoulder across the back of the
neck, hanging freely and falling between the chest and hips. A white cord is to be worn by all Bethel
Officers, except the Honored Queen, Senior Princess, and Junior Princess. Multiple cords may be
worn at the same time. Additional cords of various colors may be provided by the Bethel, Supreme
Bethel, and Grand or Jurisdictional Bethel, as a means of recognition.
(2) Under the Academic robe, business attire shall be worn. Business attire is defined as a dress, a
skirt or pants with a shirt or blouse. Business attire is not casual or athletic attire.
(3) Shoes worn with the Academic robe will be flat to ensure consistent length relative to the floor.
Shoes may be any color and open or closed toe, but must fit well and not easily fall from the foot
when walking.
(d)(c) Crowns, capes, and cords and headbands shall be as prescribed by the SGC, the official capes to shall
be made of purple velvet or velveteen, trimmed with white Grecian design, or if not available, white trim as
approved by the Board of Trustees, lined with purple material, or unlined as desired and tied with purple
cord.. No additional trimming shall be used on capes. Crowns will be gold-tone and made to sit on the head
with or without attaching to the hair. The Honored Queen and Senior Princess crowns will include one or
more purple jewels. The Junior Princess crown will include one or more white jewels.
(e)(d) If the Bethel members do not have access to their regalia, or if restrictions prevent members from
changing into their regalia, members may wear acceptable attire for the meetings as determined by their
EBGC
(f) Exceptions or adaptations to the Official Regalia, including the cape and crown, may be made by the
EBGC on a case-by-case basis, in order to accommodate the needs of individual Bethel Members. These
needs may include, but are not limited to:
(1) Clothing related to religious belief or cultural heritage
(2) Physical challenges related to physical or mental health and/or ability

REASON FOR CHANGE:

●
●
●
●

●

●

●

Capes and crowns would continue to be worn and be worn over either robe choice.
Updating to an academic style robe enhances our traditions while embodying the
ideals of scholarship and education that Mother Mick held dear.
Members have shared that they are uncomfortable with the way the cords fit the
contours of their body and can trigger body issues.
Cords worn on the shoulders can indicate different honors and offices in Job’s
Daughters, and may be able to be worn by Daughters during their school graduation
ceremonies.
Academic robes are easily available in sizes that fit individuals as young as
preschool, to up to adult. Most cost around $20. The shoulder cords cost between
$5-$10 and are available in a variety of solid colors and color combinations. This is
a significant savings to Bethels.
Academic style robes come already hemmed. The amendment allows for a wide
variance in hem length, making it easier for Bethels to fit growing girls during a
time when fewer people sew. It also would alleviate the expense of having them
sewn by a professional, if Bethels cannot sew themselves.
Academic style robes can be worn over the clothing and do not require the wearer
to disrobe completely. This could potentially reduce our insurance costs because we
could reduce liability risks and could make the organization more insurable.

●

●

●
●
●

●

Clothing worn under the robe could be either skirt/dress or pants, improving
inclusivity. It would no longer dictate the type of shoes or hosiery worn, which are
largely outdated and a challenge for Bethels to find appropriate options for their
Members.
In some areas, the current style of robe can evokes imagery that is culturally
insensitive. The graduation robe has more positive connotations and is interpreted
better by those outside of JDI.
Changes in the protocols for wearing the traditional robes were made to improve
inclusivity and remove any perception of an invasion of privacy.
Headbands as they are currently used, serve no purpose and can be a challenge for
members with various hair styles and types. We recommend they no longer be used.
The amendment also includes a statement specifically allowing exceptions for
members who wear clothing items as a part of the religion and/or culture, or who
have health needs that make wearing paraphernalia challenging.
Bethels still have the option to continue wearing the Grecian style robes. This allows
Bethels to gradually transition to the new style without incurring a sudden expense.
It also gives them the flexibility to address any issues Members may have with the
traditional robes by giving them an alternative.

SUBMITTED BY:

Doris Edwards, PGG, Nebraska Trudy Else, PGG, Nebraska Elizabeth Grazier, PGG,
Nebraska Linda Lutrell, PSG, PGG, Oklahoma Debbie Parks, PGG, Nebraska Renee Rose,
VGG, Nebraska Wauneta Warwick, PGG, Nebraska

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: __2__0_2__2___
AMENDMENT: #35
Page: _______________SOP-Bethel 11.1______________
Article _____________ Section ________2_____ Subsection _____________
NOW READS:
(c) Official capes, crowns and headbands shall be worn by Bethel members only with official robes.
(d) Jewelry worn with official robes shall be limited to regulation membership and/or officer’s jewels,
awards, a wristwatch and one (1) additional piece of jewelry in keeping with the regalia of our Order and
approved by the Executive Members of the BGC. (See B-GGC Art. XIII Sec. 1(y))

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)

X

Will READ:
(c) Official capes, and crowns and headbands shall be worn by Bethel members only with official robes.
(d) Jewelry worn with official robes shall be limited to regulation membership and/or officer’s jewels,
awards, religious and/or cultural jewelry, a wristwatch and three (3) one (1) additional pieces of jewelry in
keeping with the regalia of our Order and approved by the Executive Members of the BGC. (See B-GGC Art.
XIII Sec. 1(y))
REASON FOR CHANGE:

●
●
●

To match other proposed amendments and remove headbands.
Headbands as they are currently used, serve no purpose and can be a challenge for
members with various hair styles and types. We recommend they no longer be used.
The amendment also includes a statement specifically allowing exceptions for
members who wear clothing items as a part of the religion and/or culture, and to be
in the current times.

SUBMITTED BY: Trudy Else, PGG, Nebraska Elizabeth Grazier, PGG,

Nebraska Linda Lutrell, PSG, PGG, Oklahoma Debbie Parks, PGG, Nebraska
Renee Rose, VGG, Nebraska

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: __2__0_2__2___
AMENDMENT: #36
Page: _______________Supreme Bethel - 6____________
Article _______XIV______ Section ________1_____ Subsection _____________
NOW READS:
(a) At the SB meeting and the SB Installation, the Honored Queen and Princesses of the Supreme Bethel
shall wear the approved SB capes and crowns designed by the official jeweler. They shall provide their own
Official Regalia of the Order consisting of a white Grecian robe, long white slip, white hose, and white flat
shoes or sandals.
(b) Other SB Officers and Representatives shall provide their own Official Regalia of the Order to be worn at
2019 R & R-Supreme Bethel Supreme Bethel - 7 the SB meeting and installation. It shall consist of a white
Grecian robe, long white slip, white hose, white flat shoes or sandals, and headbands as required.
(c) When making Bethel visits, attending Formal functions, or when authorized by the Supreme Guardian or
the SB Guardian, the SB Officers and Representatives shall wear nice dresses that are modest and
appropriately reflect the teachings of JDI. The SB Officers and Representatives may wear their sash and/or
medallion when representing the Supreme Bethel.
(d) The SBHQ and SB Princesses shall only wear the approved SB travel crowns with their travel cape or
dress.
(e) If it is appropriate for the Honored Queen and Princesses of the SB to wear their Official Regalia they
shall wear the official purple capes, official Bethel crowns and their official white Job’s Daughters robe with
long white slip, white hose and flat white shoes. They may not wear their sashes with the official regalia.
(f) If it is appropriate for the Honored Queen and Princesses to wear their travel capes, they shall wear a
long white dress that is age appropriate with shoes that suit the dress. The dress and shoes must be
approved by the SB Guardian and/or Supreme Guardian.
(g) The SBHQ and Princesses may wear their sashes while wearing their travel capes and crowns.
(h) When exemplifying Ritual work of the Order or when assisting with the Institution of new Bethel, the
official regalia of the Order shall be worn as provided in SOP-Bethel-11.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ

X AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
(a) At the SB meeting and the SB Installation, the Honored Queen and Princesses of the Supreme Bethel
shall wear the approved SB capes and crowns designed by the official jeweler. They shall provide their own
Official Regalia of the Order consisting of a white Grecian robe worn with appropriate under garments, long
white slip, white hose, and white flat shoes or sandals., ;or white Academic style robe, worn over top
business attire.
(b) Other SB Officers and Representatives shall provide their own Official Regalia of the Order to be worn at
2019 R & R-Supreme Bethel Supreme Bethel - 7 the SB meeting and installation. It shall consist of a white
Grecian robe worn with appropriate under garments, long white slip, white hose, white flat shoes, or white
Academic style robe, worn over top business attire or sandals, and headbands as required.
(1) Business attire is defined as a dress, a skirt or pants with a shirt or blouse. Business attire is not
casual or athletic attire.
(c) When making Bethel visits, attending Formal functions, or when authorized by the Supreme Guardian or
the SB Guardian, the SB Officers and Representatives shall wear nice dresses that are modest and
appropriately reflect the teachings of JDI. The SB Officers and Representatives may wear their sash and/or
medallion when representing the Supreme Bethel.

(d) The SBHQ and SB Princesses shall only wear the approved SB travel crowns with their travel cape or
dress.
(e) If it is appropriate for the Honored Queen and Princesses of the SB to wear their Official Regalia they
shall wear the official purple capes, official Bethel crowns and their official white Grecian robe worn with
appropriate under garments, long white slip, white hose, and white flat shoes or sandals., , or white
Academic style robe, worn over top business attire. Job’s Daughters robe with long white slip, white hose
and flat white shoes. They may not wear their sashes with the official regalia.
(f) If it is appropriate for the Honored Queen and Princesses to wear their travel capes, they shall wear a
long white dress that is age appropriate with shoes that suit the dress. The dress and shoes must be
approved by the SB Guardian and/or Supreme Guardian.
(g) The SBHQ and Princesses may wear their sashes while wearing their travel capes and crowns.
(h) When exemplifying Ritual work of the Order or when assisting with the Institution of new Bethel, the
official regalia of the Order shall be worn as provided in SOP-Bethel-11.
(i) Exceptions or adaptations to the Official Regalia, including the cape and crown, may be made by the
EBGC on a case-by-case basis, in order to accommodate the needs of individual Bethel Members. These
needs may include, but are not limited to:
(1) Clothing related to religious belief or cultural heritage
(2) Physical challenges related to physical or mental health and/or ability

REASON FOR CHANGE:

●
●
●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

Capes and crowns would continue to be worn and be worn over either robe choice.
Updating to a graduation- style robe enhances our traditions while embodying the
ideals of scholarship and education that Mother Mick held dear.
Members have shared that they are uncomfortable with the way the cords fit the
contours of their body and can trigger body issues.
Cords worn on the shoulders can indicate different honors and offices in Job’s
Daughters, and may be able to be worn by Daughters during their school graduation
ceremonies.
Graduation robes are easily available in sizes that fit individuals as young as
preschool, to up adult. Most cost around $20. The shoulder cords cost between
$5-$10 and are available in a variety of solid colors and color combinations. This is
a significant savings to Bethels.
Graduation style robes come already hemmed. The amendment allows for a wide
variance in hem length, making it easier for Bethels to fit growing girls during a
time when fewer people sew. It also would alleviate the expense of having them
sown by a professional, if Bethels can sew themselves.
Graduation style robes can be worn over the clothing and do not require the wearer
to disrobe completely. This could potentially reduce our insurance costs because we
could reduce liability risks and could make the organization more insurable.
Clothing worn under the robe could be either skirt/dress or pants, improving
inclusivity. It would no longer dictate the type of shoes or hosiery worn, which are
largely outdated and a challenge for Bethels to fin appropriate options for their
Members.
Changes in the protocols for wearing the traditional robes were made to improve
inclusivity for people of color and to remove any perception of an invasion of
privacy.
Headbands as they are currently used, serve no purpose and can be a challenge for
members with various hair styles and types. We recommend they no longer be used.
The amendment also includes a statement specifically allowing exceptions for
members who wear clothing items as a part of the religion and/or culture, or who
have health needs that make wearing paraphernalia challenging.

●

●

In some areas, the current style of robe can evokes imagery that is culturally
insensitive. The graduation robe has more positive connotations and is interpreted
better by those outside of JDI.
Bethels still have the option to continue wearing the Grecian style robes. This allows
Bethels to gradually transition to the new style without incurring a sudden expense.
It also gives them the flexibility to address any issues Member may have with the
traditional robes by giving them an alternative.

Submitted by: Doris Edwards, PGG, NE, Trudy Else, PGG, Nebraska, Elizabeth Grazier, PGG, Nebraska Linda
Lutrell, PSG, PGG, OklahomaDebbie Parks, PGG, Nebraska Renee Rose, VGG, Nebraska Wauneta Warwick,
PGG, Nebraska

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:
Page:

#37

B-JGC-5

Article: X

Section: 1

Subsection:

NOW READS:

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Merging of two Jurisdictional Guardian Councils.
Section 1. Merging
(a)
Two adjacent Jurisdictional Guardian Councils may elect to jointly petition the
Supreme Guardian Council to affiliate into a Grand Guardian Council provided the
requirements of Article XVIII, Section 1 of the Bylaws of the Supreme Guardian Council are
met.
(b)
The resultant Grand Guardian Council shall not separate back into two Jurisdictional Guardian
Councils nor into one Grand Guardian Council and one Jurisdiction Guardian Council.
(c)
When the requirements of Article XVIII, Section 1 of the Bylaws of the Supreme Guardian
Council are met by both jurisdictions of the resultant Grand Guardian Council they may petition
the Supreme Guardian Council to separate into two Grand Guardian Councils.
REASON FOR CHANGE: To strengthen a JGC and afford more opportunities for the Daughters
SUBMITTED BY: Patrick G. Lehrman, AGG IL

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:
Page:

#38

B-Bethel-5

Article: XIII

Section:

1

Subsection:

NOW READS:

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Section 1. Affiliation
(a)
A Bethel under Supreme may, after a majority vote of the Bethel, request to affiliate with a Grand
Guardian Council, in close proximity of the requesting Bethel
(1)
The ESGC must approve this affiliation.
(b)
Upon acceptance by a Grand Guardian Council it shall be titled Bethel __ of (no.) _____ of the
jurisdiction of ___________________
of _____________________.
(city) (state, province, etc.)
(state, province, etc..
(c.)
A Bethel within a host jurisdiction of a Grand Guardian Council may request to affiliate with a
different GGC, within close proximity, upon approval of the members of the Bethel and the EGGC.
If a disagreement between the Bethel and the EGGC exists, the ESGC shall make the final
decision.
(d)
A Bethel so affiliated from an outside jurisdiction may petition to withdraw from a Grand Guardian
Council.
(1)
A Bethel withdrawing from a Grand Guardian Council may not petition any Grand
Guardian Council for affiliation until after one year has passed.
REASON FOR CHANGE: This allows a Bethel to become a Bethel within a GGC by vote and preference of
the Bethel members.
SUBMITTED BY: Patrick G Lehrman, PAGG IL

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #39
Page:

C-GGC-1

Article: III

Section:

1

Subsection: (a)

NOW READS:
Section 1.
(a)
This GGC operates under authority of a Charter granted by the Supreme Guardian Council and
dated _______. The jurisdiction of this GGC shall be limited to the
State/Province/Territory/Country of ______________________________.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Section 1.
(a)
This GGC operates under authority of a Charter granted or amended by the Supreme Guardian
Council and dated _______. The jurisdiction of this GGC shall be limited to the State(s),
/Province(s),/Territory (territories)/Country of ____________________________ and extend to
adjacent Bethels under Supreme who by vote ask to affiliate with that Grand Guardian Council

REASON FOR CHANGE: To allow those Daughters who are in Bethels under Supreme to have a
chance to participate in Grand Bethels and to ease the burden of duties of the Supreme Guardian
SUBMITTED BY: Patrick G Lehrman, PAGG IL

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS
OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year:2022
AMENDMENT: #40
Page: SOP-SGC 15.1
Article: REVENUE

Section: 3 SOURCES

Subsection: (l)

NOW READS:
Section 3. Sources: The SGC shall derive its revenue from the following:
(l)

Commencing with the 2012 Annual Session, one third (1/3) of the profit from each Supreme
Session will be paid to the SGC. This profit is defined as the Total Receipts of the Session, less all
normal expenses of the Session as outlined in the current edition of the Guidelines and Suggestions
for the SAC Committee document as published by the Board of Trustees. Any donation to the SGC
or elsewhere, for specific items such as computers, equipment, etc., shall come after the one third
(1/3) has been paid to the SGC.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Section 3. Sources: The SGC shall derive its revenue from the following:
(l)
Commencing with the 2025 Annual Session, one half (1/2) of the profit from each Supreme
Session will be paid to the SGC. This profit is defined as the Total Receipts of the Session, less all
normal expenses of the Session as outlined in the current edition of the Guidelines and Suggestions
for the SAC Committee document as published by the Board of Trustees. Any donation to the SGC
or elsewhere, for specific items such as computers, equipment, etc., shall come after the
one half (1/2) has been paid to the SGC.
.
REASON FOR CHANGE: The Supreme Session is the primary source of funding for the SGC. The proposed
increase will assist the SGC in managing the escalating costs of Supreme session.

SUBMITTED BY:
John Coulter, PAGG
Harvey (Bud) Riebel, PAGG
Linda Hendershot, PGG

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE
SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:
#41
Page # B-SGC-1
Article: XI
Section: 8

Subsection:

NOW READS:

Section 8. Session Location Committee
(a)
The Committee shall consist of the newly elected Supreme Marshal and her
Chairman (Chairmen) of Session Location.
(b)
The duties of this Committee are as follows:
(1)
Read their report at the next Annual Session
(2)
Make a presentation in support of their recommendation before the
delegates take action.
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
REASON FOR CHANGE:
Session location contract timing needs to be more flexible so that JDI gets the best prices possible.
Recently, JDIs ability to negotiate affordable contracts for Annual Sessions has been hampered due
to our existing law. Waiting for a Supreme Marshal to be elected (assuming one is) and also waiting
for a formal vote on location means that the contract window is only 3 years prior to the session.
Convention calendars are often already taken for our desired calendar timeframe that close in. As
per B SGC Article VI Section 2, the Board of Trustees is responsible for contracts as well as
Supreme Arrangements Committee oversight, thus a vote of the Board of Trustees would be
sufficient and allows the process to begin earlier and have greater location flexibility. A more costefficient Session would allow more Daughters and volunteers to attend and experience the magic of
a Supreme Session.
Submitted by:
Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Patrick Lehrman, IL, Rob Worthington, VA, Shelly
Cole, UT, Ian Milne, QLD, Stephanie Lagerman, KS, Karen Keller, CA, Beth Bohlmann, MN, John Bodnar, MI

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE
SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#42

Page: B-SGC 1
Article: I
Section: 1

Subsection: (f)

NOW READS:

(f) Vote on recommendations for location of the Annual Session.
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)

REASON FOR CHANGE:
Session location contract timing needs to be more flexible so that JDI gets the best prices possible.
Recently, JDIs ability to negotiate affordable contracts for Annual Sessions has been hampered due
to our existing law. Waiting for a formal vote as this law requires means that the vote occurs only 3
years prior to the session and convention calendars are often already taken for our desired calendar
timeframe that close in. As per B SGC Article VI Section 2, the Board of Trustees is responsible for
contracts as well as Supreme Arrangements Committee oversight, thus a vote of the Board of
Trustees would be sufficient and allows the process to begin earlier. A more cost-efficient Session
would allow more Daughters and volunteers to attend and experience the magic of a Supreme
Session.
Submitted by:
Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Patrick Lehrman, IL, Rob Worthington, VA, Shelly
Cole, UT, Ian Milne, QLD, Stephanie Lagerman, KS, Karen Keller, CA, Beth Bohlmann, MN

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE
SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:
Page: SGC-B 16
Article: XVIII

#43

Section: 1

Subsection: A and C

NOW READS:
Section 1. Frequency
(a) The SGC shall meet in Annual Session not to exceed four (4) consecutive days at such time
during the month of July as may be voted on by the voting delegates of the SGC on or before
January 1 following the preceding Annual Session.
(b) In the event of an emergency, Annual Session may be postponed, the place or method of
meeting changed or meeting canceled by a majority vote of the Board of Trustees and Executive
Supreme Guardian Council. Notice of the action shall be sent immediately to the members of the
Board, Jurisprudence Committee, and
Finance Committee.
(c) In the event that convention and housing facilities are not available to hold the Annual Session in
the month of July, permission may be given by the voting delegates of the SGC to meet during the
month of August.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Section 1. Frequency
(a) The SGC shall meet in Annual Session not to exceed four (4) consecutive days at such time
during the month of July as may be voted on by the voting delegates of the SGC on or before
January 1 following the preceding Annual Session.
(b) In the event of an emergency, Annual Session may be postponed, the place or method of
meeting changed or meeting canceled by a majority vote of the Board of Trustees and Executive
Supreme Guardian Council. Notice of the action shall be sent immediately to the members of the
Board, Jurisprudence Committee, and
Finance Committee.
(c) In the event that convention and housing facilities are not available to hold the Annual Session in
the month of July, permission may be given by the Board of Trustees and Executive Supreme
Guardian Council voting delegates of the SGC to meet during the month of August.

REASON FOR CHANGE:
Session location contract timing needs to be more flexible so that JDI gets the best prices possible.
Recently, JDIs ability to negotiate affordable contracts for Annual Sessions has been hampered due
to our existing law. Waiting for a formal vote as this law requires means that the vote occurs only 3
years prior to the session and convention calendars are often already taken for our desired calendar
timeframe that close in. As per B SGC Article VI Section 2, the Board of Trustees is responsible for
contracts as well as Supreme Arrangements Committee oversight, thus a vote of the Board of
Trustees would be sufficient and allows the process to begin earlier. A more cost-efficient Session
would allow more Daughters and volunteers to attend and experience the magic of a Supreme
Session.
Submitted by:
Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Patrick Lehrman, IL, Rob Worthington, VA, Shelly
Cole, UT, Ian Milne, QLD, Stephanie Lagerman, KS, Karen Keller, CA, Beth Bohlmann, MN

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE
SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #44
Page: B-SGC-11

Article: XI

Section: 7

Subsection:

NOW READS:
Section 7. Session Arrangements Committee
(a)
The Committee shall be composed of at least four (4) members.
(1)
The Chairman shall be a Voting Delegate of the SGC.
(b)
The duties of the Chairman of this Committee are as follows:
(1)
Appoint such subcommittees as may be necessary to make arrangements for the Annual Session.
(2)
Coordinate all contacts with SGC officers and other committees of the SGC. Chairmen of
subcommittees or members of this Committee shall send all requests for information through the
Chairman of this Committee.
(3)
Obtain financial guidelines on expenses incidental to the Annual Session from the Finance Committee.
Prior approval of anticipated expenditures exceeding the guides must be obtained from the Finance
Committee to insure payment. Expenditures not approved by the Finance Committee shall be paid by
the Session Arrangements Committee.
(4)
Receive the registration fee for the current Annual Session.
(c)
The committee shall adhere to the current edition of the Guidelines and Suggestions for the SAC Committee
document as approved by the Board of Trustees.
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
WILL READ:

Section 7. Session Arrangements Committee
(a)
(b)

(c)

The Committee shall be composed of at least four (4) members.
(1)
The Chairman shall be a Voting Delegate of the SGC.
The duties of the Chairman of this Committee are as follows:
(1)
Appoint such subcommittees as may be necessary to make arrangements for the Annual Session.
(2)
Coordinate all contacts with SGC officers and other committees of the SGC regarding the Session.
Chairmen of subcommittees or members of this Committee shall send all requests for information
through the Chairman of this Committee.
(3)
Obtain financial guidelines on expenses incidental to the Annual Session from the Board of Trustees
and the Finance Committee. Prior approval of anticipated expenditures exceeding the guides must be
obtained from the Board of Trustees and the Finance Committee to insure payment. Expenditures not
approved by the Board of Trustees and the Finance Committee shall be paid by the Session
Arrangements Committee.
(4)
Receive the registration fee for the current Annual Session.
The committee shall adhere to the current edition of the Guidelines and Suggestions for the SAC Committee
document as approved by the Board of Trustees.

REASON FOR CHANGE:
Recently a large financial loss by a Supreme Arrangements Committee prompted the Board of
Trustees and Finance Committee to strengthen the contracting and monetary controls for this
committee. As per B SGC Article VI, the Board of Trustees has responsibility for maintaining and
enforcing the corporate guidelines. These changes clean up this law regarding financial oversight of
the Supreme Arrangements Committee.
Submitted by: Shelly Cole, UT, Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Patrick Lehrman,
IL, Ian Milne, QLD, Karen Keller, CA, Amanda LeBlanc, MN

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:
Page:

#45

SB-9 through 13

Article:

Section:

Subsection:

NOW READS:
SUPREME BETHEL BUSINESS MEETING
The Supreme Bethel is opened in the same manner as a regular Bethel as per Ritual.
SBHQ: The Supreme Bethel Officers will take their stations.
PRESENTATION OF FLAGS
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Marshal, you will display the National Emblem. As SB Marshal enters the
room, three raps of gavel (***). When the flag of the host country is west of the Altar, the National Anthem is
sung. Order of escort may vary, with host country's flag being presented first and the others being placed in the
order in which they entered the Order.
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Marshal, you will escort the _____________ Flag to the East. All citizens of
_________________ will repeat the Pledge of Allegiance (if applicable).
United States, to Altar, sing "Star Spangled Banner", then to East.
Canadian Flag, to Altar, sing "O Canada" then to East.
Australian Flag, to Altar, sing "Advance Australia Fair" then to East.
Philippines Flag, to Altar, sing "Commonwealth of the Philippines" then to East.
Brazilian Flag, to Altar, sing "Hail Brazil" then to East.
These flags are placed to the right of the Supreme Bethel Senior Princess.
Job's Daughters' Flag, to Altar, sing "Bethel Flag Song" then to East and placed at the left of the Supreme
Bethel Junior Princess.
SBHQ: We are again assembled to impress more deeply upon our hearts and minds the lessons of
love, honor, faith, trust and hope. It is a privilege and an honor to serve in the Supreme Bethel, to cherish
and preserve the high ideals and principles of Job's Daughters and to promote the friendship, welfare,
interest and growth of our beloved Order.
That the teachings of our Creator may be more deeply impressed on our hearts and minds, let us
be attentive while the Officers explain their duties, each with a lesson of international friendship. Supreme
Bethel Honored Queen is seated. All Daughters sing, "Behold, We Are the Daughters of Job".
SB HONORED QUEEN: Supreme Bethel Outer Guard.
SB OUTER GUARD (rises and bows): Supreme Bethel Honored Queen.
SBHQ: Where is your station in the Supreme Bethel and what is your duty?
SB OUTER GUARD: Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, my station is to the left of the Supreme
Bethel Marshal at the entrance of the outer door. I represent the Outer Guards of our Order who
graciously serve outside the closed doors. They are ambassadors of goodwill and protection.
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Inner Guard.
SB INNER GUARD: (rises and bows): Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, my station is to the right of
the Supreme Bethel Guide and at the entrance of our Supreme Bethel. I represent the Inner Guards of our
Order who are alert and watchful, ever protecting the interests of our Order.
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Junior Custodian.
SB JUNIOR CUSTODIAN: (rises, faces SBHQ and bows) Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, my
station is at the left and west of the Supreme Bethel Junior Princess. (faces west) I represent the Junior
Custodians of our Order who willingly perform special duties assigned to them by their presiding officers.
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Senior Custodian.
SB SENIOR CUSTODIAN: (rises, faces SBHQ and bows) Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, my
station is at the right and west of the Supreme Bethel Senior Princess. (faces west) I represent the Senior
Custodians of our Order who assist in various ceremonies and work in harmony with the Junior
Custodians.
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel First Messenger.

SB FIRST MESSENGER: (rises and bows) Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, my station is in the
Messengers' semicircle between the Supreme Bethel Treasurer and the Supreme Bethel Second Messenger
and facing the Supreme Bethel Honored Queen. I represent the First Messengers of our Order who,
through the first message of Job's life, teach obedience to parents and guardians.
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Second Messenger.
SB SECOND MESSENGER: (rises and bows) Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, my station is in the
Messengers' semicircle between the Supreme Bethel First Messenger and the Supreme Bethel Fifth
Messenger and facing the Supreme Bethel Honored Queen. I represent the Second Messengers of our
Order who continue the story of Job's life teaching patience and a respect for knowledge.
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Third Messenger.
SB THIRD MESSENGER: (rise and bows) Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, my station is in the
Messengers' semicircle between the Supreme Bethel Chaplain and the Supreme Bethel Fourth Messenger
and facing the Supreme Bethel Honored Queen. I represent the Third Messengers of our Order who relate
the temptations of Job and teach the value of responsibility to our Creator and to all mankind.
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Fourth Messenger.
SB FOURTH MESSENGER: (rises and bows) Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, my station is in the
Messengers' semicircle between the Supreme Bethel Third Messenger and the Supreme Bethel Fifth
Messenger and facing the Supreme Bethel Honored Queen. I represent the Fourth Messengers of our
Order who relate the triumph of Job and the reward for his faith in our Creator.
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Fifth Messenger.
SB FIFTH MESSENGER: (rises and bows) Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, my station is in the
center of the Messengers' semicircle facing the Supreme Bethel Honored Queen. I represent the Fifth
Messengers of our Order who teach that "In all the land were no women found so fair as the Daughters of
Job".
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Librarian.
SB LIBRARIAN: (rises, faces the SBHQ and bows) Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, my station is at
the right and west of the Supreme Bethel Senior Princess. (faces west) I represent the Librarians of our
Order who, by aiding the selection of good literature, arts and sciences, give to all a challenge, knowledge
and great pleasure.
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Musician.
SB MUSICIAN: (rises, faces the SBHQ and bows) Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, my station is at
the instrument. (faces west) I represent the Musicians of our Order who exemplify harmony expressed
through accompaniment and song.
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Recorder.
SB RECORDER: (rises, faces the SBHQ and bows) Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, my station is at
the left and west of the Supreme Bethel Junior Princess. (faces west) I represent the Recorders of our Order
who record the Bethel activities in accurate form and leave histories of progress and good works.
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Treasurer.
SB TREASURER: (rises and bows) Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, my station is south of the
Altar. My duty is to give an annual report of the disposition of the Supreme Bethel funds. I represent the
Treasurers of our Order who occupy positions of honor and truth.
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Chaplain.
SB CHAPLAIN: (rises and bows) Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, my station is north of the Altar.
It is my duty to lead the devotions of our Supreme Bethel, to thank our Heavenly Father for our Order and
our Masonic Heritage and to ask Him to bless and guide us. I represent the Chaplains of our Order who
lead our Bethel Daughters in prayer.
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Marshal.
SB MARSHAL: (rises and bows) Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, my station is at the northwest
entrance of the Supreme Bethel. I represent the Marshals of our Order who display and care for the flags
of their countries and who assist the Guides in escorting and initiation.
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Guide.
SB GUIDE: (rises and bows): Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, my station is at the southwest
entrance of the Supreme Bethel. I represent the Guides of our Order who escort members and guests,
conduct pilgrims during initiation and who work for the good of our Order.
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Junior Princess.

SB JUNIOR PRINCESS: (rises, faces the SBHQ and bows): Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, my
station is at your left. (faces west) I represent the Junior Princesses of our Order who preside during the
ceremony of the First Epoch and assist their Honored Queens in promoting the welfare of their Bethels.
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Senior Princess.
SB SENIOR PRINCESS: (rises, faces the SBHQ and bows): Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, my
station is at your right. (faces west) My duty is to promote friendship in the Supreme Bethel and to assist
the Supreme Bethel Honored Queen. I represent the Senior Princesses of our Order who preside during the
ceremony of the Second Epoch and stand prepared at all times to assist their Honored Queens.
SBHQ: My station is in the East. It is my duty to appoint committees approved by the Chairman of
the Supreme Bethel Committee and to preside over such other affairs as designated by the Supreme Bethel
Committee and the Supreme Guardian. I represent the Honored Queens of Job’s Daughters International
who preside with dignity, courage, wisdom and grace.
SBHQ: Due to the security in the building, we will omit the signs and responses.
Our Supreme Bethel Chaplain will lead us in prayer. Three raps of gavel (***). Musician plays
appropriate music as SB Chaplain approaches the Altar and opens the Bible.
Supreme Bethel Chaplain has three options for the Opening Prayer. She can use one of the following options
which includes the Lord's Prayer, use the Opening Prayer from the Ritual or present an original prayer. The
original prayer must be presented to the Supreme Bethel Guardian for approval. The decision of what option to
use shall be made by the SBHQ, SBG and ASBG.
Option 1
SB CHAPLAIN: Our Heavenly Father, we thank You for the privilege of meeting once more. Guide and
protect us throughout this session. We ask this in the name of our Father who has taught us to pray... Our
Father, which art in Heaven... All repeat the Lord's Prayer. Musician plays as SB Chaplain returns to her
station. One rap of gavel (*).
Option 2
SB CHAPLAIN: Blessed Father, we thank You for the opportunity to meet together. Make us ready and
eager to gather knowledge and wisdom that we may grow together to become confident young women. Give
us faith to trust that You will always guide us and help us to be more accepting of others. We ask that you
watch over us and help us learn to do your will. Amen. Musician plays as SB Chaplain returns to her station.
One rap of gavel (*).
Option 3
SB CHAPLAIN: Original prayer written by Supreme Bethel Chaplain. Musician plays as SB Chaplain returns to
her station. One rap of gavel (*).
SBHQ: In the name of our God and by virtue of the power vested in me by the Supreme Guardian Council,
I now declare the Supreme Bethel, Job’s Daughters International, in session.
ESCORT AND INTRODUCTIONS
Those who have served as SBHQ
Honored Queens – Escorted
Past Honored Queens - Rise and welcomed
Princesses and Past Princesses - Rise and welcomed
Miss IJD - Escorted and welcomed
Supreme Bethel Guardian and Associate Supreme Bethel Guardian - Rise and introduced
Supreme Bethel Committee - Rise and introduced
SBHQ: This completes Escort and Introductions.
ROLL CALL
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Recorder, you will call the roll.
SB RECORDER: (Reads from list)

MINUTES
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Recorder, you will read the minutes.
SB RECORDER: I move the minutes be approved as printed and distributed.
TREASURER'S REPORT
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Treasurer, you will give your report.
SB TREASURER: There are approximately _____ Daughters present at this ______ Annual
Session and their dues of $ ______ per Daughter will be paid to the Supreme Guardian Council. These
monies will be used by the Supreme Guardian Council Finance Committee to pay any expenses incurred by
Supreme Bethel.
DEGREE OF ROYAL PURPLE CEREMONY
LILY OF THE VALLEY AWARD CEREMONY
MAJORITY CEREMONY
COMMUNICATIONS
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Recorder, you will read the communications.
SB RECORDER: Supreme Bethel Honored Queen, (reads the communications or states) there are
none.
REPORTS
Supreme Bethel Honored Queen
COIN MARCH
SBHQ: We will now have our coin march.
REPORTS (CONTINUED)
Supreme Bethel Officers
Supreme Bethel Representatives
NEW BUSINESS
Drawing for Supreme Bethel Officers and Representatives OTHER BUSINESS
RECEIPTS OF THE MEETING
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Treasurer, you will read the receipts of the meeting.
SB TREASURER: The coin march monies will be used to defray the travel expenses of the Supreme
Bethel Honored Queen and Miss International Job's Daughter.
BILLS
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Recorder, you will read the bills.
SB RECORDER: The disbursements have been handled as listed in the Bylaws.
LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
SBHQ: Supreme Bethel Librarian, you will give your report. SB Librarian reads the Librarian's
Report.
MOTHERS', FATHERS' AND GUARDIANS' PRAYER
SBHQ: Daughters you will rise. Supreme Bethel Chaplain, you will attend at the Altar. Altar music.
When SB Chaplain has knelt at the Altar all Daughters repeat the prayer. All Daughters sing the Mothers', Fathers'
and Guardians' Prayer Song. SB Chaplain returns to station. One rap of gavel (*).
PRESENTATIONS
Awards

OTHER APPROVED PRESENTATIONS
REMARKS
Supreme Bethel Guardian
Associate Supreme Bethel Guardian
Supreme Bethel Honored Queen
CLOSING CEREMONY
SBHQ: Throughout the past twelve months, we in Supreme Bethel have strived to promote
friendship and interest among the Job's Daughters everywhere. Now as our year comes to a close, we
separate with the hope that in the coming year all the Daughters will rededicate themselves to the principles
and high ideals of this beloved Order.
Our Supreme Bethel Chaplain will lead us in prayer. Three raps of gavel (***). Altar music as SB
Chaplain approaches the Altar.
SB CHAPLAIN: O Lord, we beseech You to bless the work of our Order. May the lessons we here
teach be the means of making us better in Your sight. Bless the Daughters as they rededicate themselves to
this organization and to You. We ask this in Your name's sake. Amen. "Now Our Work is Over" is sung here.
SB Chaplain closes Bible as per Ritual and returns to station. One rap of gavel (*).
SBHQ: All present, except the Supreme Bethel Officers and Representatives, will be seated until
the Supreme Bethel Officers and Representatives have retired. SB Custodians remove chairs.
RETIRING MARCH AND MUSIC AS PER RITUAL
CLOSING FORMATION AND MUSIC AS PER RITUAL

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Move Supreme Bethel Business Meeting to Book of Ceremonies Section C. Ceremonies for Supreme
Guardian Council, add in as Section 3.
REASON FOR CHANGE:

This ceremony for Supreme Bethel is better suited for the Book of Ceremonies than the Rules and
Regulations of the Supreme Bethel.
SUBMITTED BY: Pam Henderson, KS, Shelly Cole, UT, Amanda LeBlanc, MN, Diane Bloch, MI,
Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, John Bodnar, MI, Marcia Lemery, MI, Karen Keller, CA

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE
SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#46

Page: SGC-SOP 3.3
Article:
Section: 14

Subsection: (a)

NOW READS:
Section 14. Allowance for Supreme Bethel Honored Queen (SBHQ)
(a)
The SBHQ shall be allowed the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) annually from the
Promotional Fund for travel expense incurred in the performance of her duties. This allowance to be
issued within thirty (30) days following the Annual Session of the SGC.
(1)
Any portion of these funds not expended for travel shall be returned to the Promotional
Fund.
(2)
The Supreme Bethel Guardian shall approve all travel plans and ensure responsible
supervision during travels of the Supreme Bethel Honored Queen. The Supreme Guardian
and the Executive Manager shall be advised of her itinerary. 2019 Standard Operating
Procedures-SGC SGC-SOP 3.4
(3)
The SBHQ shall submit a cumulative report by the tenth (10th) day of each month beginning
in September and at the end of her term listing the amount and source of all monies received
and all expenditures for this travel accompanied by receipts. This report to be filed with the
Executive Manager.
(4)
For reimbursement of contributions for travel expenses (SOP-SGC-15), the SBHQ shall submit
a monthly expenditure report, accompanied by original receipts, to the Executive Manager.
Copies of this report shall also be sent to the Chairman of both the Supreme Bethel and
Finance Committees.
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)

Section 14.
Allowance for Supreme Bethel Honored Queen (SBHQ)
(a)
The SBHQ shall be allowed the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) annually from the
Promotional Fund for travel expense incurred in the performance of her duties. This allowance to be
issued within thirty (30) days following the Annual Session of the SGC.
(1)
Any portion of these funds not expended for travel shall be returned to the Promotional
Fund.
(2)
The Supreme Bethel Guardian shall approve all travel plans and ensure responsible
supervision during travels of the Supreme Bethel Honored Queen. The Supreme Guardian
and the Executive Manager shall be advised of her itinerary. 2019 Standard Operating
Procedures-SGC SGC-SOP 3.4
(3)
The SBHQ shall submit a cumulative report by the tenth (10th) day of each month beginning
in September and at the end of her term listing the amount and source of all monies received
and all expenditures for this travel accompanied by receipts. This report to be filed with the
Executive Manager.

(4)

(5)

For reimbursement of contributions for travel expenses (SOP-SGC-15), the SBHQ shall submit
a monthly expenditure report, accompanied by original receipts, to the Executive Manager.
Copies of this report shall also be sent to the Chairman of both the Supreme Bethel and
Finance Committees.
Reimbursement of travel related expenses exceeding the official allowance as outlined in
paragraph (4) can include but not restricted to: Transportation expenses as follows: by train,
actual fare for most direct route; by auto, twenty cents ($.20) per mile for most direct route;
by air, actual air-coach fare, parking fees and Accommodation, Event Registration fees, travel
administration fees and meals and sundry charges as appropriate.

REASON FOR CHANGE:
Intention is to provide basic guidelines to clarify expenses that SBHQ can claim. The finality of the claims is
based on the dollar balance of the TRAVEL FUND account. Existing wording does not identify what type of
expenses are claimable by SBHQ from donations made to her travel fund exceeding the lawful ALLOWANCE.
The categories and rate used is aligned to the provisions for Supreme Deputies and clarifies in law what SBHQ
can claim as her expenses during her term.
Submitted by: Ian Milne, QLD, Shelly Cole, UT, Karen Keller, CA, Linda Hendershot, MO, Bud Riebel, CA, John
Coulter, OR, Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Marcia Lemery, MI,

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE
SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#47

Page: SGC-SOP 3.3
Article:
Section: 13

Subsection:

NOW READS:
Section 13. Allowance for Miss International Job's Daughter (Miss IJD)
(a)
Miss IJD shall be allowed the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) annually from the Promotional
Fund for travel expenses incurred in the performance of her duties. This allowance to be issued
within thirty (30) days following the annual Supreme Session.
(1)
Any portion of these funds not expended for travel shall be returned to the Promotional
Fund.
(2)
The Chairman of the Miss IJD Pageant Committee will approve all travel plans and ensure
responsible supervision during the travels of the Miss IJD. The Supreme Guardian and the
Executive Manager shall be advised of her itinerary.
(3)
Miss IJD shall submit a cumulative report by the tenth (10th) day of each month beginning in
September and at the end of her term listing the amount and source of all monies received
and all expenditures for this travel accompanied by receipts. This report to be filed with the
Executive Manager.
(4)
For reimbursement of contributions for travel expenses (SOP-SGC-15), the Miss IJD shall
submit a monthly expenditure report, accompanied by original receipts to the Executive
Manager. Copies of this report shall also be sent to the Chairman of both the Pageant and
Finance Committees.
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)

Section 13. Allowance for Miss International Job's Daughter (Miss IJD)
(a)
Miss IJD shall be allowed the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) annually from the Promotional
Fund for travel expenses incurred in the performance of her duties. This allowance to be issued
within thirty (30) days following the annual Supreme Session.
(1)
Any portion of these funds not expended for travel shall be returned to the Promotional
Fund.
(2)
The Chairman of the Miss IJD Pageant Committee will approve all travel plans and ensure
responsible supervision during the travels of the Miss IJD. The Supreme Guardian and the
Executive Manager shall be advised of her itinerary.
(3)
Miss IJD shall submit a cumulative report by the tenth (10th) day of each month beginning in
September and at the end of her term listing the amount and source of all monies received
and all expenditures for this travel accompanied by receipts. This report to be filed with the
Executive Manager.
(4)
For reimbursement of contributions for travel expenses (SOP-SGC-15), the Miss IJD shall
submit a monthly expenditure report, accompanied by original receipts to the Executive

Manager. Copies of this report shall also be sent to the Chairman of both the Pageant and
Finance Committees.
(5)

Reimbursement of travel related expenses exceeding the official allowance as outlined in
paragraph (4) can include but not restricted to: Transportation expenses as follows: by train,
actual fare for most direct route; by auto, twenty cents ($.20) per mile for most direct route;
by air, actual air-coach fare, parking fees and Accommodation, Event Registration fees, travel
administration fees and meals and sundry charges as appropriate.

REASON FOR CHANGE:
Intention is to provide basic guidelines to clarify expenses that MIJD can claim. The finality of the
claims is based on the dollar balance of the TRAVEL FUND account. Existing wording does not
identify what type of expenses are claimable by MIJD from donations made to her travel fund
exceeding the lawful ALLOWANCE. The categories and rate used is aligned to the provisions for
Supreme Deputies and clarifies in law what MIJD can claim as her expenses during her term.
Submitted by:
Ian Milne, QLD, Shelly Cole, UT, Karen Keller, CA, Linda Hendershot, MO, Bud Riebel, CA, John Coulter, OR, Diane
Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Marcia Lemery, MI,

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO
CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #48
Page: Supreme Bethel-5
Article X

Section 1

Subsection add (b & c)

NOW READS:
ARTICLE X VACANCIES
Section 1.
(a) In the event that the SBHQ cannot fulfill her term, the SB Senior Princess will become the SBHQ. If
the SB Senior Princess is unable to accept, selection shall be made in succession from the SB Junior
Princess, SB Guide and SB Marshal. When she resigns her office, the SBHQ shall return all
unexpended promotional funds to the Supreme Office within fifteen (15) days for redistribution to
the next Daughter in succession for her use.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
ARTICLE X VACANCIES
Section 1.
(a) In the event that the SBHQ cannot fulfill her term, the SB Senior Princess will become the SBHQ. If
the SB Senior Princess is unable to accept, selection shall be made in succession from the SB Junior
Princess, SB Guide and SB Marshal. When she resigns her office, the SBHQ shall return all
unexpended promotional funds to the Supreme Office within fifteen (15) days for redistribution to
the next Daughter in succession for her use.
(b) In the event that there is a vacancy in any other Supreme Bethel Line Officer, the other officers will
advance in line to fill the open position: SBJP to SBSP, SB Guide to SBJP, SB Marshal to SB Guide.
After advancement, the remaining position(s) will remain vacant until Supreme Session.
(c) Any remaining vacant position(s) in the SB Line will be filled with a protem officer(s) at the
Supreme Session. The pro-tem officer(s) will be drawn at random from Supreme Bethel
Representatives present at that Supreme Session who meet the eligibility requirements for a SB
line officer position. The Supreme Bethel Committee will appoint the pro-tem officer prior to the
formal opening of the Supreme Session.
REASON FOR CHANGE: To clarify the process in which a Daughter is selected to serve as a protem

officer in the Supreme Bethel line other than the SBHQ.

SUBMITTED BY: Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, John Bodnar, MI, Marcia
Lemery, MI, Karen Keller, CA

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #49
Requirements for Supreme Bethel Sr. Princess
Page: Supreme Bethel-2
Article VII

Section 1

Subsections a, b, c

NOW READS:
ARTICLE VII
ELIGIBILITY AND RESTRICTIONS
Section 1. Eligibility
(a)
A Daughter shall be a member in good standing in her Bethel and shall be registered for the Annual
Session of the SGC and the Supreme Bethel drawing and be in attendance at the Supreme Bethel meeting
to be eligible for selection as a Supreme Bethel Officer or Representative.
(b)
Honored Queens and Past Honored Queens aspiring to the position of SBHQ shall complete a Letter of
Intent stating that she and her parent(s) or guardian(s) are aware of the responsibilities as outlined in SB,
Art XI, Sec 1. The Letter of Intent for the position of SBHQ shall be signed by the Daughter, a parent or
legal guardian and either a member of the Executive BGC, Deputy or Grand Guardian (none of whom is
related to the Daughter) and submitted to the Supreme Bethel Committee and postmarked no later than
forty-five (45) days prior to the Formal Opening of the forthcoming Supreme Session.
(c)
Daughters who have submitted a letter of intent for the position of SBHQ shall be required to pass a
minimum standard of Ritual performance and knowledge of the Order.
(1)
The Supreme Bethel Committee shall determine the appropriate method of assessing the above
requirements.
(2)
The Supreme Bethel Committee shall appoint a panel to conduct the assessments. The panel
shall consist of five (5) to seven (7) individuals including two (2) members of the Supreme
Bethel Committee and the Supreme Bethel Honored Queen.
(3)
“A minimum standard” shall be all Daughters achieving an average score of seventy-five
percent (75%) or higher in two (2) categories.
(4)
Ritual performance and general knowledge assessments shall be conducted prior to the Formal
Opening of the Supreme Session.
(5)
All Daughters achieving the minimum standard shall have their names entered for the random
selection of the Supreme Bethel Honored Queen as outlined in SB Art. VIII Drawing Sec. 3.
(d)
Honored Queens and Past Honored Queens aspiring to any other line office of the Supreme Bethel shall
complete a Letter of Intent stating that she and her parent(s) or guardian(s) are aware of the
responsibilities as outlined in SB Art. XI Sec. 1. The Letter of Intent for any other line office of the
Supreme Bethel shall be signed by the Daughter, a parent or legal guardian and either a member of the
Executive BGC, Deputy or Grand Guardian (none of which is related to the Daughter) and submitted to
the SB Committee when registering for Supreme Bethel during the Supreme Session
(e)
A SB Officer or Representative who has been suspended or expelled from her Bethel shall lose her office
and/or honors in the Supreme Bethel.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
XAMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)

Will READ:
Section 1. Eligibility
(a)
A Daughter shall be a member in good standing in her Bethel and shall be registered for the Annual
Session of the SGC and the Supreme Bethel drawing and be in attendance at the Supreme Bethel meeting
to be eligible for selection as a Supreme Bethel Officer or Representative.
(b)
Honored Queens and Past Honored Queens aspiring to the position of SBHQ and/or SBSP shall
complete a Letter of Intent stating that she and her parent(s) or guardian(s) are aware of the
responsibilities as outlined in SB, Art XI, Sec 1. The Letter of Intent for the position of SBHQ and/or
SBSP shall be signed by the Daughter, a parent or legal guardian and either a member of the Executive
BGC, Deputy or Grand Guardian (none of whom is related to the Daughter) and submitted to the
Supreme Bethel Committee and postmarked no later than forty-five (45) days prior to the Formal
Opening of the forthcoming Supreme Session.
(c)
Daughters who have submitted a letter of intent for the position of SBHQ and/or SBSP shall be required
to pass a minimum standard of Ritual performance and knowledge of the Order.
(1)
The Supreme Bethel Committee shall determine the appropriate method of assessing the above
requirements.
(2)
The Supreme Bethel Committee shall appoint a panel to conduct the assessments. The panel
shall consist of five (5) to seven (7) individuals including two (2) members of the Supreme
Bethel Committee and the Supreme Bethel Honored Queen.
(3)
“A minimum standard” shall be all Daughters achieving an average score of seventy-five
percent (75%) or higher in two (2) categories.
(4)
Ritual performance and general knowledge assessments shall be conducted prior to the Formal
Opening of the Supreme Session.
(5)
All Daughters achieving the minimum standard shall have their names entered for the random
election of the Supreme Bethel Honored Queen and/or SBSP as outlined in SB Art. VIII
Drawing Sec. 3.
(d)
Honored Queens and Past Honored Queens aspiring to any other line office of the Supreme Bethel shall
complete a Letter of Intent stating that she and her parent(s) or guardian(s) are aware of the
responsibilities as outlined in SB Art. XI Sec. 1. The Letter of Intent for any other line office of the
Supreme Bethel shall be signed by the Daughter, a parent or legal guardian and either a member of the
Executive BGC, Deputy or Grand Guardian (none of which is related to the Daughter) and submitted to
the SB Committee when registering for Supreme Bethel during the Supreme Session
(e)
A SB Officer or Representative who has been suspended or expelled from her Bethel shall lose her office
and/or honors in the Supreme Bethel.
REASON FOR CHANGE:

In the event the SBHQ is unable to complete her term of office, the SBSP shall assume her position
and should have the same knowledge base and Ritual proficiency as the SBHQ. She will be
representing our Order and should be equally qualified to fill the position of SBHQ.
SUBMITTED BY: Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, John Bodnar, MI, Marcia
Lemery, MI, Karen Keller, CA, Amanda LeBlanc, MN

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO
CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022

AMENDMENT:

#50

Page: Supreme Bethel-3
Article VIII
Section 3

Drawing for Supreme Bethel Sr. Princess
Subsection b & c

NOW READS:
DRAWING
Section 3. Drawing
(b) The Drawing of SBHQ shall proceed as follows:
(1)
The SBHQ will announce the drawing of the SBHQ.
(2)
The SBHQ will select from Container No. 5, the name of the Daughter to become the Supreme
Bethel Honored Queen for the ensuing term.
(3)
The selected Daughter will state her acceptance or decline of the position. If it is declined,
another Daughter shall be selected from Container No. 5 until such time as a Daughter accepts
the position of SBHQ.
(4)
The jurisdiction disc for the Daughter drawn (and accepted) shall be removed from Container
No. 2 and shall be placed in Container No. 4 for future Officer draws.
(c)
The Drawing of the remaining Supreme Bethel Positions shall proceed as follows:
(1)
The SBHQ will announce the position to be filled. The sequence shall be Senior Princess, Junior
Princess, Guide, Marshal, Musician, and Floor Officers.
(2)
The SBHQ will select a Jurisdiction disc from Container No. 2 and announces the Jurisdiction.
(3)
The SB Committee will select all of the qualifying cards for the announced position from the
selected Jurisdiction in Container No. 1. These cards will be placed in Container No. 3. If there
are no qualifying Daughters from this Jurisdiction for this position, the Jurisdiction disc will be
returned to Container No. 2, after a second Jurisdiction disc is selected and the qualifying cards
placed in Container No. 1.
(4)
The SBHQ will select a card from Container No. 3 and announce the name.
(5)
The selected Daughter will state her acceptance or decline of the position. If it is declined,
another Daughter from the selected Jurisdiction shall be selected. The remaining cards wil1 be
returned to Container No. 1. The used Jurisdictional disc shall be placed in Container No. 4 for
future draws.
(6)
The SB Committee shall place the label for the position announced on the back of the
Daughter's card that has accepted. The labeled card shall be passed to the verification table
where each selected Daughter is verified and posted to the Installation Program list.
(7)
When there are no more cards for a given jurisdiction, its Jurisdictional disc is removed from
Container No. 2. When Container No. 2 is empty and there are still positions to be filled,
Jurisdiction discs in Container No. 4 (previously selected Jurisdictions) are returned to
Container No. 2 and the process continues.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
WILL READ:
Section 3. Drawing
(b) The Drawing of SBHQ shall proceed as follows:
(1)
The SBHQ will announce the drawing of the SBHQ.
(2)
The SBHQ will select from Container No. 5, the name of the Daughter to become the Supreme
Bethel Honored Queen for the ensuing term.
(3)
The selected Daughter will state her acceptance or decline of the position. If it is declined,
another Daughter shall be selected from Container No. 5 until such time as a Daughter accepts
the position of SBHQ.

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)

(c)

The jurisdiction disc for the Daughter drawn (and accepted) shall be removed from Container
No. 2 and shall be placed in Container No. 4 for future Officer draws.
The SBHQ will announce the drawing of the SBSP.
The SBHQ will select from Container No. 5, the name of the Daughter to become the Supreme
Bethel Sr. Princess for the ensuing term.
The selected Daughter will state her acceptance or decline of the position. If it is declined,
another Daughter shall be selected from Container No. 5 until such time as a Daughter accepts
the position of SBSP.
(8) If no remaining cards are in Container No. 5 for the selection of SBSP, the SBSP will be
drawn in the same manner as the other Supreme Bethel line officers.
The jurisdiction discs for the Daughters drawn (and accepted) for SBHQ and SBSP shall be
removed from Container No. 2 and shall be placed in Container No. 4 for future Officer draws.

The Drawing of the remaining Supreme Bethel Positions shall proceed as follows:
(1)
The SBHQ will announce the position to be filled. The sequence shall be Senior Princess (if
necessary and not drawn during section b, above), Junior Princess, Guide, Marshal, Musician,
and Floor Officers.
(2)
The SBHQ will select a Jurisdiction disc from Container No. 2 and announces the Jurisdiction.
(3)
The SB Committee will select all of the qualifying cards for the announced position from the
selected Jurisdiction in Container No. 1. These cards will be placed in Container No. 3. If there
are no qualifying Daughters from this Jurisdiction for this position, the Jurisdiction disc will be
returned to Container No. 2, after a second Jurisdiction disc is selected and the qualifying cards
placed in Container No. 1.
(4)
The SBHQ will select a card from Container No. 3 and announce the name.
(5)
The selected Daughter will state her acceptance or decline of the position. If it is declined,
another Daughter from the selected Jurisdiction shall be selected. The remaining cards wil1 be
returned to Container No. 1. The used Jurisdictional disc shall be placed in Container No. 4 for
future draws.
(6)
The SB Committee shall place the label for the position announced on the back of the
Daughter's card that has accepted. The labeled card shall be passed to the verification table
where each selected Daughter is verified and posted to the Installation Program list.
(7)
When there are no more cards for a given jurisdiction, its Jurisdictional disc is removed from
Container No. 2. When Container No. 2 is empty and there are still positions to be filled,
Jurisdiction discs in Container No. 4 (previously selected Jurisdictions) are returned to
Container No. 2 and the process continues.

REASON FOR CHANGE:
In the event of the SBHQ is unable to complete her term of office, the SBSP shall assume her position and
should have the same knowledge base and Ritual proficiency as the SBHQ. She will be representing our
Order and should be equally qualified to fill the position of SBHQ.
SUBMITTED BY: Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, John Bodnar, MI, Marcia
Lemery, MI, Karen Keller, CA

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #51
Page: SOP-SGC-11
Article:

Section: 3

Subsection: (b)

NOW READS:
2. Section 2. Application Fee
(a)
The application fee for each member when she joins the Order is:
(1)
For Bethels under Supreme, ten (10.00) USD, CAD, AUD, PHP, BRL ...etc., and
annually shall increase by two percent (2%) beginning January 1, 2004.
(2)
For Bethels under a GGC, four (4.00) USD, CAD, AUD, PHP, BRL ...etc., and annually
shall increase by two percent (2%) beginning January 1, 2004.
(b)
This fee shall be paid by the Bethel during the month of January for all new members who
joined the Order between January 1 and December 31 of the preceding year

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
2. Section 2. Application Fee
(a) The application fee for each member when she joins the Order is:
(1)
For Bethels under Supreme, ten (10.00) fourteen point two four (14.24) USD, CAD,
AUD, PHP, BRL ...etc., and annually shall increase by two percent (2%) beginning
January 1, 2004 five percent (5%) beginning January 1, 2023.
(2)
or Bethels under a GGC, four (4.00) five point six seven (5.67) USD, CAD, AUD, PHP,
BRL ...etc., and annually shall increase by two percent (2%) beginning January 1, 2004
five percent (5%) beginning January 1, 2023.
(b)
This fee shall be paid by the Bethel during the month of January for all new members who
joined the Order between January 1 and December 31 of the preceding year
REASON FOR CHANGE:
The 2% rise has been in effect for 18 years. That percentage is not keeping up with standard expense rise
and shifting to a 5% annual going forward is more realistic.
As of 2021 the application fees are $14.24 for Bethels Under Supreme and $5.67 for Bethels in a GGC, this
amendment puts the base at what it is currently and going forward will shift to a 5%. Example .. if passed
then for 2022 that would be an additional $.71 (cents) USD for Bethels under Supreme and an additional
$.28 (cents) USD for Bethels in a GGC.
NOTE – this section is about only what the SGC portion is.
SUBMITTED BY: Shelly Cole, UT, Ian Milne, QLD, Karen Keller, CA, Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise,
WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD,

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #52
Page: SOP-SGC-16
Article _____________

Section 4

Subsection _____________

NOW READS:
4.

No proposed amendment shall be printed and mailed to the voting delegates of the SGC/GGC by the
Executive Manager/Grand Secretary unless it has been submitted by a member of the SGC/GGC and
signed by the proposer.
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)

Will READ:
SOP-SGC-16 RULES OF ORDER AND PARLIAMENTARY AUTHORITY
PARLIAMENTARY AUTHORITY
4.
No proposed amendment shall be printed and mailed to the voting delegates of the SGC/GGC by the
Executive Manager/Grand Secretary unless it has been submitted by a member of the SGC/GGC or
Daughter in good standing and signed by the proposer.
REASON FOR CHANGE:
Daughters have requested the ability to bring forth proposed changes to law. This will allow Daughters the
opportunity to become better acquainted with the law, identify needed change, write amendments and partner with a
sponsor to have their proposed amendment brought before the SGC. This would be a learning opportunity for our
Daughters on the law that defines our Order.
Submitted by: Melinda Kinders

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #53
Page: Bylaws – SGC
Article XV

Section 3

Subsection (c)

NOW READS:

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Bylaws - SGC
Article XV Election, Voting Privileges & Proxy
Section 3. Voting Privileges
(c)
Members at Large:
(1)
All Members at Large who have registered and received voting credentials shall
have the privilege of voting and taking part in discussions.
(2)
Each Member at Large, when present at a meeting, shall be entitled to one (1)
vote.
(3)
No Member at Large shall cast more than one (1) ballot.
(4)
Members at Large are defined as selected Daughters who are 16 years of age
and been members in good standing for 3 years by the Annual Session of the
Supreme Guardian Council for which they are to serve.
REASON FOR CHANGE:
The Panel has received a great deal of feedback from both Daughters and adults expressing the need to involve
Daughters in the process of governing their Order. Bringing their voice to SGC Business Meetings would provide
an opportunity to receive input from the Daughters we work for, so we may have a global voice from them
directly.

Submitted by: Melinda Kinders

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #54
Page: B-SGC-13
Article XII

Section 1-2

Subsection _____

NOW READS:

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Article XII Eligibility and Duties of Members at
Large Section 1. Eligibility
(a)
Members at Large are defined as Daughters who are 16 years of age who have been
members in good standing for 3 years by the Annual Session of the Supreme
Guardian Council for which they are to serve.
(b)
Daughters selected as Members at Large shall serve for the duration of one (1) Annual
Session of the Supreme Guardian Council.
(c)
There shall be no more than 5 (five) Daughters selected annually to serve as a Member
at Large.
Selection 2. Duties
(a)
Members at Large shall be eligible to vote and take part in discussions of the SGC.
(b)
Members at Large shall attend all business meetings of the Supreme Guardian Council.
(c)
Members at Large shall serve for one (1) Annual Session of the Supreme Guardian
Council.
REASON FOR CHANGE:
The Panel has received a great deal of feedback from both Daughters and adults expressing the need to involve
Daughters in the process of governing their Order. Bringing their voice to SGC Business Meetings would provide
an opportunity to receive input from the Daughters we work for, so we may hear from them directly.

Submitted by: Melinda Kinders

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #55
Page: SOP-SGC
Article _____________

Section 20

Subsection _____________

NOW READS:

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Section 1. Selection of Members at Large
(a)

(b)
(c)

Daughters wishing to serve as Members at Large shall apply for selection to the Board of Trustees.
Applications shall be due for the upcoming Annual Session by January 1 of the same year to the
Executive Manager.
Applicants shall be selected by the Board of Trustees.
Daughters selected as Members at Large shall be announced following the Annual midterm meeting of the Board of Trustees.

REASON FOR CHANGE:
The Panel has received a great deal of feedback from both Daughters and adults expressing the need to involve
Daughters in the process of governing their Order. Bringing their voice to SGC Business Meetings would provide an
opportunity to receive input from the Daughters we work for, so we may hear from them directly.

Submitted by: Melinda Kinders

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #56
Page: B-SGC 16
Article XV

Section 3

Subsection (a)

NOW READS:
Section 3. Voting Privileges
(a) Members:
(1) All members of the SGC who have registered and received voting credentials shall have the privilege
of voting and taking part in discussions.
(2) Each member, when present at a meeting, shall be entitled to one (1) vote.
(3) No member shall cast more than one (1) ballot.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Section 3. Voting Privileges
(a) Members:
(1) All members of the SGC who have registered and received voting credentials shall have the privilege
of voting and taking part in discussions.
(2) All voting delegates must be currently serving or have served within the last three (3) years as an
Officer or Committee Member for a BGC, JGC, GGC or SGC.
(3) Each member, when present at a meeting, shall be entitled to one (1) vote.
(4) No member shall cast more than one (1) ballot.
REASON FOR CHANGE:
The Panel has received several suggestions to find options to make sure that voting delegates be of representative
of current Councils and/or Jurisdictions with active participation and interaction with members of the Order.
Verification process can be determined by Credentials Committee.
Submitted by: Melinda Kinders

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022

AMENDMENT: #57
Page: Constitution-SGC
Article IV

Section 1

Subsection (a)

NOW READS:
Section 1.
(a)
The SGC consists of the SGC Officers, Grand Guardians, Associate Grand Guardians, Vice Grand
Guardians, Vice Associate Grand Guardians, Past Grand Guardians, Past Associate Grand Guardians,
Jurisdictional Guardians, Associate Jurisdictional Guardians, Past Jurisdictional Guardians and Past
Associate Jurisdictional Guardians who are in good standing in their respective GGC/JGC jurisdictions.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Section 1.
(a)
The SGC consists of the SGC Officers, Grand Guardians, Associate Grand Guardians, Vice Grand
Guardians, Vice Associate Grand Guardians, Past Grand Guardians, Past Associate Grand Guardians,
Jurisdictional Guardians, Associate Jurisdictional Guardians, Past Jurisdictional Guardians and Past
Associate Jurisdictional Guardians, Bethel Guardians, Associate Bethel Guardians, Past Bethel Guardians
and Past Associate Bethel Guardians of BUS who are in good standing in their respective GGC/JGC/BUS
jurisdiction
REASON FOR CHANGE:
Bethel Guardians, Associate Bethel Guardians, Past Bethel Guardians and Past Associate Bethel Guardians from BUS
who are willing to serve on committees who do not qualify, as a voting member of the SGC. We are continuing to
lose valuable resources that our organization can benefit from. These leaders should be able to vote on all matters that
pertain to our organization. Further this allows the Supreme Guardian flexibility in the appointment of officers and
committee members, especially as our numbers grow fewer. There are many educated, talented and organized Bethel
Guardians, Associate Bethel Guardians, Past Bethel Guardians and Past Associate Bethel Guardians from BUS who
simply need to be members of the SGC.

Submitted by: Melinda Kinders

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #58
C – BGC-2

Page:
Article

VI

Section

1

Subsection

(b)(2)

NOW READS:

Section 1. Regular
(b) (2)
(d) Majority Members of JDI.
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ
Will READ:

Section 1. Regular
(b) (2)
(d) Majority Members of JDI or
(e) a mother, grandmother, or guardian of a Daughter in good standing.
REASON FOR CHANGE:

Need to create the opportunity for parents, grandparents or guardians of sponsored Daughters
Submitted by: Melinda Kinders

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #59
Page: Constitution-BGC
Article VI

Section 1

Subsection (b)(1)

NOW READS:
(1) The Associate Bethel Guardian shall be a Master Mason (See POL-BOT-2) in good standing in his Lodge.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
(1)

The Associate Bethel Guardian shall be:
a.
a Master Mason (See POL-BOT-2) in good standing in his Lodge or
b.
a father, grandfather or guardian of a Daughter in good standing.

REASON FOR CHANGE:
Need to create the opportunity for parents, grandparents or guardians of sponsored Daughters

Submitted by: Melinda Kinders

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: _ #60__________________
Page: SGC-SOP-12.1 MAJORITY MEMBERS
Article _____________ Section: 1
NOW READS:

Subsection ____________
SOP-SGC-12
MAJORITY MEMBERS

Section 1.
(a)
Each member in good standing shall become a Majority Member upon becoming twenty (20) years of
age or married or pregnant under that age, and shall immediately receive gratis a certificate of
Majority Membership, Form 162 at the end of the term she becomes twenty (20) or immediately if
marrying or becoming pregnant prior to the age of twenty (20).
(b)
She shall be entitled to receive the Majority Ceremony at such time as may be convenient. The
Ceremony may be conferred at a regular or special meeting of the Bethel. A special meeting called for
this purpose may be an open meeting and may be conducted without formal opening or closing.
(c)
She shall be entitled to all the rights and privileges of a member except voting and holding office.
(1)
If she turns twenty (20) she shall be entitled to all the rights and privileges through the end
of the term.
(2)
If she marries, she shall be entitled to all the rights and privileges of a member except voting
and holding office.
(3)
If she becomes pregnant, she shall be entitled to all the rights and privileges of a member
except voting and holding office.
(d)
She may enter the Messenger’s semicircle, give honors and assume the Attitude of Prayer. She will
rise and sing the Bethel Flag song.
(e)
She shall be exempt from further payment of dues.
(f)
She shall keep her Bethel informed of any change in name or address.
(g)
A member who had demitted from the Order and has passed the age of twenty (20) years, or who has
married before that age, may be reinstated as a Majority Member by applying in writing to the
Executive members of the BGC of the Bethel of which she was a member; or if the Bethel has been
closed, to the Executive Manager of the SGC or the Grand Secretary in her Jurisdiction, for
consideration by the Executive members of the SGC or the Executive Members of the GGC,
respectively.
(1)
Application must be accompanied by her Demit (complete form), payment of dues from the
date of the Demit to date of Majority and affiliation fee equal to one-half (1/2) the
application fee. (See B-GGC Art. XIII Sec. 1.20)
(2)
It must be approved by a majority vote of the Executive Members of the BGC.
(3)
She shall then become a Majority Member and shall be reinstated on the next annual report
sent to the Executive Manager or the Grand Secretary (Form 110).
(4)
She shall receive gratis a Certificate of Majority Membership and shall be entitled to receive
the Majority Ceremony.
(h)
As a Majority Member, even though married, she is privileged occasionally to fill an office for an
absentee, or to act as an installing officer.
(i)
Each member in good standing shall become a Majority Member upon her death if under the age of
twenty (20). Her parent(s) or guardian(s) shall immediately receive gratis her Certificate of Majority
Membership, Form 162.
(j)
A deceased Daughter, under the age of twenty (20), who had demitted from the Order may be
reinstated as a Majority Member if her parent(s) or guardian(s) follow the procedures outlined in
SOP-SGC-12, Art 7, Sec. (a), (b) and (c). Once accomplished, her parent(s) or guardian(s) shall receive
gratis her Certificate of Majority Membership, Form 162.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Section 1.
(a)
Each member in good standing shall become a Majority Member upon becoming twenty (20) years of
age or married or pregnant under that age, or identifies as male and shall immediately receive gratis
a certificate of Majority Membership, Form 162 at the end of the term she becomes twenty (20) or
immediately if marrying or becoming pregnant prior to the age of twenty (20)
(b)
The Majority Member shall be entitled to receive the Majority Ceremony at such time as may be
convenient. The Ceremony may be conferred at a regular or special meeting of the Bethel. A special
meeting called for this purpose may be an open meeting and may be conducted without formal
opening or closing.
(c)
The Majority Member shall be entitled to all the rights and privileges of a member except voting and
holding office.
(1)
If the member turns twenty (20) the member shall be entitled to all the rights and privileges
through the end of the term.
(2)
If she marries, she shall be entitled to all the rights and privileges of a member except voting
and holding office.
(3)
If she becomes pregnant, she shall be entitled to all the rights and privileges of a member
(d)
A Majority Member may enter the Messenger’s semicircle, give honors and assume the Attitude of
Prayer. The Majority Member may rise and sing the Bethel Flag song.
(e)
A Majority Member shall be exempt from further payment of dues.
(f)
A Majority Member shall keep the Bethel informed of any change in name or address.
(g)
A member who had demitted from the Order and has passed the age of twenty (20) years, or who has
married or becomes pregnant before twenty (20), or who identifies as male may be reinstated as a
Majority Member by applying in writing to the Executive members of the BGC of the Bethel of which
membership was held; or if the Bethel has been closed, to the Executive Manager of the SGC or the
Grand Secretary in that Jurisdiction, for consideration by the Executive members of the SGC or the
Executive Members of the GGC, respectively.
(1)
Application must be accompanied by the Demit (complete form), payment of dues from the
date of the Demit to date of Majority and affiliation fee equal to one-half (1/2) the
application fee. (See B-GGC Art. XIII Sec. 1.20)
(2)
It must be approved by a majority vote of the Executive Members of the BGC.
(3)
The member shall then become a Majority Member and shall be reinstated on the next
annual report sent to the Executive Manager or the Grand Secretary (Form 110).
(4)
The Majority Member shall receive gratis a Certificate of Majority Membership and shall be
entitled to receive the Majority Ceremony.
(h)
As a Majority Member even though married, the Majority Member is privileged occasionally to fill an
office for an absentee, or to act as an installing officer. A Majority Member who identifies as male may
not substitute/pro-tem as a Bethel Officer or may not serve as the Installing Officer, but may serve in
other Installing Officer positions.
(i)
Each member in good standing shall become a Majority Member upon death if under the age of
twenty (20). The parent(s) or guardian(s) of the Member shall immediately receive gratis a
Certificate of Majority Membership, Form 162.
(j)
A deceased Daughter, under the age of twenty (20), who had demitted from the Order may be
reinstated as a Majority Member if her parent(s) or guardian(s) follow the procedures outlined in
SOP-SGC-12, Art 7, Sec. (a), (b) and (c). Once accomplished, the parent(s) or guardian(s) shall receive
gratis the Certificate of Majority Membership, Form 162.

REASON FOR CHANGE:
After thoughtful discussion at Supreme Session 2019 in Kansas City the JDI body requested a task force for
the issue of Members who identify as male. I (Pam Henderson) was tasked with developing a way to allow
those members who identify as male to gracefully end their membership. These changes to this SOP are the
result of that group.
Currently our Landmarks (Landmark #2), law (C-Bethel Article II, Section 1 and C-Bethel Article IV
Membership, Section 1(a)) and our Ritual (Page #1) do not allow for male members. Currently, as the law
stands, our only recourse is to expel those members who identify as male.
In the very best of times, the chaotic years of being a teenager can be hard. When these members find they
are finally able to share how they identify, it is more stressful than most of us can imagine. When we changed
the law to allow pregnant members to become Majority Members, we, as a body, showed those members
compassion and understanding. Our Members who identify as male should be shown the same amount of
compassion and understanding. In appreciation of their service to our Order, this amendment creates the
opportunity for those members who identify as male to receive their Majority and retain the titles for which
they worked and served so selflessly.
By allowing those who identify as male to become Majority Members, they will be eligible to attend meetings,
maintain their titles, and be allowed to be introduced with those titles, should they choose to do so.
SUBMITTED BY:
Pam Henderson, KS, John Bodnar, MI, Melinda Kinders, KS

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO
CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#61

Page: C-SGC-2
Article VI
Section 2

Subsection d

NOW READS:
Section 2. Additional Requirements
(a) No person shall be eligible to the office of Supreme Guardian or Associate Supreme Guardian who
has not served, or who is not completing service, as an elective officer of the Executive SGC for a
period of one (1) term.
(b) No person shall be eligible to the office of Supreme Guardian or Associate Supreme Guardian who
has not previously served a full term in the office of Grand Guardian or Associate Grand Guardian of a
GGC.
(c) Past Bethel Guardians and Past Associate Bethel Guardians for Bethels under Supreme who are
voting delegates may be eligible to serve as appointed Officers in the SGC. No more than three (3)
appointed offices shall be appointed from Bethels under Supreme Jurisdictions.
(d) No Supreme Guardian or Associate Supreme Guardian shall be eligible for reelection.

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
X X AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Section 2. Additional Requirements
(a) No person shall be eligible to the office of Supreme Guardian or Associate Supreme Guardian who
has not served, or who is not completing service, as an elective officer of the Executive SGC for a
period of one (1) term.
(b) No person shall be eligible to the office of Supreme Guardian or Associate Supreme Guardian who
has not previously served a full term in the office of Grand Guardian or Associate Grand Guardian of a
GGC.
(c) Past Bethel Guardians and Past Associate Bethel Guardians for Bethels under Supreme who are
voting delegates may be eligible to serve as appointed Officers in the SGC. No more than three (3)
appointed offices shall be appointed from Bethels under Supreme Jurisdictions.
(d) No Supreme Guardian or Associate Supreme Guardian shall be eligible for reelection.
REASON FOR CHANGE: We are running out of qualified, interested people.
SUBMITTED BY: Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, John Bodnar, MI

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE
SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT:

#62

Page: C-SGC 2
Article: VI
Section: 2

Subsection: (b)

NOW READS:
Section 2. Additional Requirements
(a)
No person shall be eligible to the office of Supreme Guardian or Associate Supreme Guardian who
has not served, or who is not completing service, as an elective officer of the Executive SGC for a
period of one (1) term.
(b)
No person shall be eligible to the office of Supreme Guardian or Associate Supreme Guardian who
has not previously served a full term in the office of Grand Guardian or Associate Grand Guardian of
a GGC.
DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
(b)

No person shall be eligible to the office of Supreme Guardian or Associate Supreme Guardian who
has not previously served a full term in the office of Grand Guardian or Associate Grand Guardian of
a GGC or Jurisdictional Guardian or Associate Jurisdictional Guardian of a JGC.

REASON FOR CHANGE:
The eligible pool for the Executive Line is contracting and whilst there are significant differences in the
operation of a GGC versus a JGC, a Past JGC Guardian would have some ability and knowledge to fulfill the
role of a Supreme Executive as would a Past GGC guardian but it is demonstration of this ability and
knowledge which is the important factor. After the “Letter of Intent” has been posted by the past JGC
guardian to stand, it is then for the SGC membership to decide on the merits of the applicant when voting.
The existing provisions allows for a past JGC guardian to stand for election to the Board of Trustees and the
Executive Line is also part of the make-up of the Board. It would be a natural progression to have both groups
to have similar eligibility qualifications for nomination.
Submitted by:
Ian Milne, QLD, Diane Bloch, MI, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von Lienen, MD, Patrick Lehrman, IL, Rob Worthington, VA,
Stephanie Lagerman, KS, Karen Keller, CA, John Bodnar, MI, Marcia Lemery, MI

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE SUPREME GUARDIAN COUNCIL
Year: 2022
AMENDMENT: #63
Page: SOP-SGC-11
Article:

Section: 3

Subsection: (b)

NOW READS:
Section 3. Annual Dues
(a)
The annual dues shall be collected in the currency of the jurisdiction to which the member
belongs
(b)
The annual dues for each member reported by chartered Bethels on December 31, 2007 is
ten point one two (10.12) USD, CAD, AUD, PHP or BRL ...etc. and annually shall increase by
two percent (2%).
(c)
These dues shall be paid during the month of January.
(d)
The annual fee of Bethels chartered after July 1 shall be prorated from the date of chartering.
Bethels chartered less than one (1) month prior to January 1, filing their first report, shall be
exempt from this fee.
(e)
The Bethels, GGCs and JGCs outside of the USA and Canada shall be exempt from
remittance of fees to the Insurance Fund. (See SOP-SGC-11 4 (a)).

DELETE
ADD NEW TO READ
AMEND TO READ (Underline all changes or additions)
Will READ:
Section 3. Annual Dues
(a)
The annual dues shall be collected in the currency of the jurisdiction to which the member
belongs
(b)
The annual dues for each member reported by chartered Bethels on December 31, 2007
2021 is ten point one two (10.12) thirteen point two zero (13.20) USD, CAD, AUD, PHP or
BRL ...etc. and annually shall increase by two percent (2%) (5%).
(c)
These dues shall be paid during the month of January.
(d)
The annual fee of Bethels chartered after July 1 shall be prorated from the date of chartering.
Bethels chartered less than one (1) month prior to January 1, filing their first report, shall be
exempt from this fee.
(e)
The Bethels, GGCs and JGCs outside of the USA and Canada shall be exempt from
remittance of fees to the Insurance Fund. (See SOP-SGC-11 4 (a)).
REASON FOR CHANGE:
Please note, This amendment deals ONLY with the dues portion of what the Daughters pay. The liability
insurance portion of their fees is not affected by this proposal. The 2% rise has been in effect for 18 years.
That percentage is not keeping up with standard expense rise and shifting to a 5% annual going forward is
more realistic.
As of 2021 the annual dues are $13.20, this amendment puts the base at what it is currently and going
forward will shift to a 5%. Example, if passed then for 2022 that would be an additional $.66 (cents) USD
per member.
NOTE – this section is about the portion the SGC receives.

SUBMITTED BY: Shelly Cole, UT, Ian Milne, QLD, Karen Keller, CA, Maureen Wise, WI, Barb Von
Lienen, MD,

